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THE   PRESIDENTS'  MESSAGE

        Edmonton Association

    This past year our Association held
  two functions in Edmonton plus a Mus-
  eum Casino. A .report of what took
  place at our Banquet and Picnic can

' be found in this magazine.
    Both functions were well attended

 despite not always fine weather and
 it was good to see that so many of
 you were able to attend at least one
 of these reunions.

   I-ty- thanks to those volunteers from
 our Association who were able to help
 in the running of a successful Casino
 held to obtain funds for our Museum.

   It is my hope that you will be able
 to attend at least one of the many re-
 unions that will take place here and
 in B.C. in the coming year. I urge all
 Association members to prevail upon
 anyone you know who belongs to our
 Association but never is able to at-
 tend any of our functions.

   Bring them along!
   As well, please encourage any you

 may know who do not belong to our
 Association but was at one time a mem-
 ber of our Regiment to be sure and
 come out as well.

   It will be an exciting year!
   My two year term as President of the

 Edmonton Association will soon be at
 an end. It will not be my intention to
 let my name stand for a further two
year term.

   I wish at this time to thank all the
members of the Edmonton Executive and
the Association for the great coop-
eration that I have received from them
during my term as President, It has
been an enjoyable two years for me and
I hope a good two years for our Assoc-
iation .

  Thank you all!
  My best to all members in this com-

ing Anniversary year.
  See you then,

                         Fraternally,

President

             B.C. Association
   Another year is slipping by and as

 I write, we are already looking back
 on our 1989 activities. After two
 highly successful and enjoyable an-
 nual General Meetings/Dinners at the
 Sandman Inn in Vancouver, we are be-
 ginning to feel very much at home
 there. The location is just about per-
 fect for those from out-of-town since
 it is across the road from the Bus
 Depot.

   Our l6th annual Picnic, Saxe Point
 Park, Victoria, in August was as
 usual blessed with fine weather, fine
 West Coast salmon and good cooks to
 prepare them and, best of all, a
 great spirit of friendship and.cam-
 araderie from all in attendance,

   Both events were well attended and
 included a few long-lost warriors
 whom we were delighted to welcome
 back into the fold.

   The "Parade of Memories" which took
 place in May/June is reported upon
 elsewhere in this magazine. Those of
 us who were privileged to be a part
 of this memorable experience found it
to be truly rewarding. Perhaps most
 important of all, we are able to re-
port to you that we were impressed
with the care that the last resting
place of our comrades receive.

  Now to 1990, the ?$th Anniversary
of the founding of our Regiment.
While we in B.C. will be making spe-
cial mention of this event at our
gatherings, the main thrust of our
observance and celebrations will be
in uniting with the Regiment and our
Association in Edmonton.

  On behalf of the Executive of the
B.C. Association, it is my pleasure
to wish 49ers everywhere all the best
for the coming year . . and "see you
in Sdmonton in 1990".

                       Fraternally, .

                /   -^    v
f^y^ (
President



                  THEY    WERE     REMEMBERED

                                 W. Remple

   An excellent account of our Parade of Memories, 1989, is printed else-

 where in this Fortyniner - thanks to Ralph Craven. In his report he has

 referred to our visits to seven cemeteries in Sicily and Italy and these

 were truly memorable occasions for all of us in the tour group. Person-

 ally, I felt very privileged to have been able to make those visits and,

 in a sense, felt I was a representative of the surviving 49ers every-

 where, attempting to demonstrate that we do remember. No doubt other mem-

 bers of our group also harboured similar emotions.

   As a mark of respect for those of our great fraternity who made the

 supreme sacrifice/ we developed a brief ceremony which we conducted at

 each of the seven cemeteries. It was our good fortune to have with us

 Rev. Ernie W. MacQuarrie, who served as Padre to the Carlefcon & York Reg-
 iment in Italy. With such a background he was eminently qualified to lead

 us in this phase of our tour and he made a fine contribution.

   Our ceremony consisted of the following;

             THE LAYING OF A WREATH AT THE CROSS OF SACRIFICE
         - A different member of our group performed this duty on

           each occasion, beginning with Charlie Swan at Agira -

                          THE ADDRESS BY THE PADRE
                            (Including a Prayer)

                                THE LAST POST

                             A minute of silence

                                  REVEILLE

                     A PRIVATE VISIT TO THE GRAVESITES

A Few address changes:
W.D."Bill" Smith will now be living in Alberta Beach and for this coming

     winter, '89-'90, will not be going south.
Barry Ferguson is now back in Edmonton after a stay in Calgary.

Art Quinn - now living in Edmonton.
J.P."Pay" Maxwell has given up on "country life" for apartment living in Wpg.

My Stay With Eddies G.Kitching3

Edmn Jan Meeting11

Edmn Sept Picnic14
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                              A Chapter from my Book

                               "Mud and Green Fields"

                                  George Pitching
 I   In May 1942, 1st Canadian Corps took part in Exercise Tiger - the last

  large-scale exercise run by General Montgomery in South Eastern Command, Eng-
  land* At the time I was a Major with the Royal Canadian Regiment.

     The exercise lasted for twelve days during which time some of the regim-
  ents marched and countermarched as many as 250 miles. It was a great test of
  endurance for the regiments and a great test of our organization at Corps
  Headquarters. General Crerar had only taken over at Corps in January, 1942.
  He had never commanded a brigade or division because of a number of shuffles
  of senior officers which always seemed to land him in Staff jobs. However,
  the Exercise went off well and the Headquarters functioned effectively. Gen-
  eral McNaughton was impressed by the standard of fitness and training. Gen-
  eral Montgomery was well satisfied. This was the first occasion when he was
  able to observe at first hand the organizing ability of Brigadier Simonds.
  He must also have seen that many of the successful tactical decisions made
  by General Grerar had stemmed from Simonds' brain.

     Unfortunately, at some period towards the end of the exercise, a large
  staff car containing one or two very senior officers of the British Arny and
  General McNaughton went past a line of marching infantry at such a speed
  that it sent up a cloud of dust and gravel into the faces of the troops.Some
  of the men showed their anger by "booing" the car. I am sure they also used
  other ways but the "boos" apparently upset General McNaughton most. He could
  see from the 'flashes' on their shoulders that the men were from The Edmonton
 Regiments shortly after the exercise ended he started an inquiry into the in-
  cident. It was found that the "bad guys" were from 'B' Company of The Edmon-
 ton Regiment; somewhat naturally the company was immediately christened "Boo"
 Company and has stayed that way ever since 9

     Towards the end of July I was sent for by General Crerar who told me that
 I had been selected to command The Edmonton Regiment in place of LCol Wilson
 who had been moved to 1st Divisional Headquarters. He told me the story of
 the "booing" incident and said that the Regiment needed a real shakeup. He
 went on to say that General Montgomery had not been very impressed with some
 of the senior officers in the Regiment. They were too old, too slow in their
 thinking. I was to have a good look at them and get rid of those that were
 not carrying their weight. Finally, he said that he thought ny English ac-
 cent might upset some of the troops - maybe I should Canadianize iti He
 would be down to see the Regiment in about a month. I was to take over on
 the 1st of August.

    General Crerar had spoken in a very kindly way to me, almost fatherly in
 his advice. He told me that at one time in the First War, a Major McLeod of
 the Edmontons had commanded the Royal Canadian Regiment and my going to the
 Edmontons was just a return of the compliment.

    All ny uniforms naturally were RCR, and badges, buttons, flashes and ev-
 erything had to be changed. J. had two days to do it. I must be wearing the
 correct regalia or it would be like a red flag to a bull to appear in@nar
 RCR uniform.

    I immediately got a military car, filled it with ny uniforms and headed
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for London. The only place that could handle this kind of an emergency was
Hobson's, a tailoring and military supply company on Lexington Street. I had
a letter of introduction to Miss Miller who, I was told, could perform many
miracles.

   Miss Miller was well known to Canadians and many knew her personally. I
went into Hobson's and climbed the stairs to her department. There were a num-
ber of officers there, many of them American, examining the mass of material
in the glass chow cases. A nearby office door was half open; I knocked and
went in. A lady of about 45^ smallish and very wide awake looked up from her
desk. I gave her the letter of introduction which she read. "So, Colonel
Kitching is it?" She accented the colonel as she could see I was still a major.

   "Now, dear, what will you want?"
   I showed her my pile of jackets that needed alterations.
   "Edmontons, oh, yes, I like the boys that have been here from that regim-

ent. Now just wait a moment and I'll see what I've got and how soon things
can be made that I haven't got I" She went off leaving me to read the interest-
ing testimonials and letters that were framed on the walls. Letters from
Kings, Princes, Generals - all most grateful to Miss Miller for her help.

   She returned after about five minutes. She had enough to outfit one of my
service dress jackets and one battle dress and she would do this now as I
waited. The other uniforms would be ready the next morning; she had ordered
the bits and pieces from Birmingham and they would be on the train that after-
noon and she should have everything ready for me by next day for sure.

   She pressed a bell, a girl came in and removed ny pile of clothing and
when she had gone Miss Miller opened a small cupboard and took out a decan-
ter of sherry and two glasses. "Now, have a glass of sherry and tell me about
yourself." We sat and talked for a short while, then came a knock at the door.
"Excuse me. Miss Miller," said a girl trembling with excitement, "But Clark
Gable would like to see you."

   "All right, dear don't get excited, just ask him to wait a moment. I'm
talking with Colonel Kitching."

   What a remarkable lady Miss Miller was and evermore will be for me and
many thousands of other Canadians.

   She introduced me to dark Gable who was looking for some U.S. Air Force
insignia. In the thirty seconds of our meeting he seemed like a very normal
person and was fascinated at the wide variety of militaria in Miss Miller's
establishment. "I've got all countries on our side, dear, but no German or
Japanese, of course, though I'm keeping some Italian because they'll be on
our side soon I"

   Miss Miller lived up to her word and my uniforms were all complete on the
following day. I was now one of the "49th Battalion" then known as The
Edmonton Regiment.

   On my way down to the regiment, which was then stationed in Shoreham, Sus-
sex, I called in to see General Pearkes who had some good advice for me about
the regiment. He was very familiar with its record in the First War and had
maintained close touch with it in the 1930's. In fact, I think it was on his
recommendations of 1938 and 1939 that persuaded National Defence Headquarters
to choose the Edmontons for inclusion in the mobilization plans for the Div,

    From 1st Division HQ, I drove to the headquarters of 2nd Infantry Brigade,
the brigade in which the Edmonton's were grouped. There I saw Brig Chris
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Yokes who had been with George Pearkes at 1st Division HQ when I had first
reported there early in 1941. He -wished me luck and introduced me to Major
Jim Jefferson, the second-in-command of the Edmontons, who had come to brig-
ade to escort me to the Regiment in Shoreham.

   I was particularly interested to meet Jefferson because he had been one
of the officers -who Montgomery felt was "too slow." We had a pleasant drive
to Shoreham where I met the Adjutant, Captain Fred Reesor and the Regimental
Sergeant Major, Alan Sachse.

   When Harry Crerar told me that I was going to command the Edmontons I im-
mediately tried to recall the do's and don'ts of ny early years in the Brit-
ish 'Glosters' when the qualities, or lack of them, of the commanding offic-
ers under whom I served had had such varying impacts on the regiment. Based
on ray experience I wrote down a number of things that I must do. The salient
points were:

    First I had the responsibility for training all officers just as they
    had the responsibility for training their men.
    Then all officers should be trained to take on the responsibilities of
    two levels above them, i.e., a platoon commander should be able to be
    second-in-command of a company and also command it. Company commanders
    should be able to be second-in-command of a battalion and command it.
    Next we must expect heavy casualties among our officers and NCOs once
    we were in action, therefore we must train replacements now; ensure a
    steady flow of young officers by encouraging the men to go to officer
    training units.
    Then once satisfied that an officer knows his job - decentralize and
    give him his head - it's his best way of learning*
    Finally check all faults as they occur - don't let anyone think they
    can get away with anything.

   Shortly after arriving in Shoreham we were told that we would be moving
to Eastbourne, a city about 26 miles to the east and also on the coast. We
were to march so I decided we would do it in two days, covering 20 miles on
the first day - with only six miles for the second day which would allow the
men almost a full day to settle into their new billets.

   We started at about 6 o'clock one morning in order to avoid upsetting
traffic in Brighton through which we passed at about 8:00 AM. I marched an
hour with each company in turn which gave me a chance to get the feelings
of some of the officers and senior NCOs.

   We soon settled down in Eastbourne and I think that the men enjoyed their
stay there as much as any of their previous billets. Houses had been taken
over for the duration of the war, some took 15 men, others took 30. A small
park with a football field became our parade ground and a nearby school
playing area was our rendezvous for early morning Physical Training. All
ranks attended.

   We maintained patrols on the beaches supporting the Home Guard. We mount-
ed anti-aircraft sentries armed with Bren guns to counter the terror tactics
of German fighters and light bombers which would sweep in from the sea at a
low altitude, drop their bombs or spray the streets with machine-gun fire
before heading out to sea again. We had several such raids, one only two
nights after arriving in the city. The Regiment was up all night dealing
with the fires and clearing the streets. We received some very nice letters
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from the Mayor and people of the town; there was no doubt that the Canadian
soldier was greatly appreciated for his initiative and ability to work far
harder than most.

   On l6th September there was a night attack which caused heavy damage and
casulaties. Our men were again thanked for their excellent work, particularly
the stretcher-bearers and medical officer. The day after the raid I had a
message that General Crerar would be visiting us on the following day. I re-
membered his admonition to change my English accent "because no one will un-
derstand you." I decided to play a joke on him.

   My Regimental Sergeant-Major, Alan Sachse, had been born in China like me;
he had also been to school in England and in fact had an accent that was as
bad as mine. I told him about Crerar's advice to me and asked him to play
ball by being very English when introduced to Crerar. The General arrived
the next morning and I went to meet him accompanied by Reesor and Sachse.
Crerar was in a very jovial mood and asked if my accent was any better. I
said I thought so but I wanted him to meet our RSM.

   Alan Sachse advanced, gave a salute that would have done credit to the
Guards, held out his hand and said in the heaviest English accent he could
muster, "How do you do. Sir." Crerar looked at him pop-eyed and blurted out,
"Good God, Sergeant Major, you've caught Kitehing's disease!"

   I showed Crerar round the town and the damage that had been done by suc-
cessive raiders. He met the Mayor who also thanked him for all the help being
given by Canadian soldiers. He departed happily that afternoon saying he was
pleased with everything he had seen.

   He had not raised the question of the age or ability of the majors in the
Regiment so I brought the subject up by telling him that to take two or three
majors away at this stage would create a real problem. One major had been
with the Regiment for twenty years, he was a sort of father to everyone in
his Company. He knew the men, their parents and had in fact taught school to
most of them. I was sure he would lead them well in their first action and
would be a good example. Once he had been in action we could replace him.
This applied to two other majors as well, both of whom had been on Montgom-
ery's doubtful list. Each one was a father figure to many of their men. I
told him we had a number of good captains who could take over when the time
came. He didn't disagree with my reasoning but said, "It's your problem - I
hope you are right."

   To command an infantry battalion must surely be the most rewarding com-
mand of any in the Army. It is the last time in the chain of command that
you actually command men whose allegiance is to you because in our system
the regiment or battalion is the cell on which brigades, divisions and corps
are based. In the Army, loyalty is something that cannot be stretched too
far. I do not think you can ask anyone to be "loyal" to a corps, division or
brigade. They may say they are proud to be a part of one or the other, as
the most regiments were, but there is a difference between that form of
pride and the true dedication that 99^ of men feel for their regiment. It is
something tangible and personal, and a part of them. That is the regimental
system that we inherited from the British Army and which has been the basis
of our strength in the Canadian Army.

   Of all the battalions in the Canadian Army in 1942, I do not think there
was one that had a better type of soldier than The Edmonton Regiment. I
have always felt that regiments with a high proportion of countrymen, as
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opposed to city folks, have greater staying power. They may not be quite as
'shiny' as the city regiment but they wear well. The Edmontons had inherited
the traditions of the 49th Battalion of the First War which for initiative
and downright courage had few equals.

   The 49th had been a 'family' and this tradition had been passed on to the
new battalion. There was close continuity between the Militia Regiment of
the 1930's and the regiment that was mobilized in 1939 - the family feeling
@was still retained. It was a source of strength.

   Countrymen think slowly because they normally have time to think - crops
grow slowly, cattle fatten slowly and this becomes the pattern of their lives.
But that does not mean they cannot think quickly because when interested,
they can size up a situation and make as sound a decision as anyone else.

   We had a lot of countrymen in the Edmontons, from farms, small towns and
villages. Among them were many of Ukranian and Polish descent. Some of the
officers were teachers from rural communities@ These men were a great source
of strength.

   We also had a fair quota of city folk, many officers were lawyers and
government employees. Colonel Stillman, who commanded the Regiment in 1939
and had taken it to England, may not have been a great tactician but he paid
a great deal of attention to detail in the spheres of military life with
which he was familiar. He was also a bit of an actor which is not a bad thing
in a commander, so he could use emotion to encourage the family spirit and
regimental pride.

   Ernie Wilson, who succeeded Bill Stillman, was a well-known Edmonton law-
yer. He continued to build up the Regiment, sent parties to the Guards for
special training in drill and others to Battle Schools so that they could
pass on the new tactics to others in the Regiment, Much had been done in the
two years. A great deal of knowledge had been pumped into the Regiment. What
it needed now was someone who had enough experience of the Army to put the
knowledge gained to good purpose and to steer it in the right direction. I
was the lucky man chosen to do this.

   To stimulate the officers in their tactical thinking I ran a number of
T.E.W.T.'s(tactical exercises without troops). For these I would gather all
the officers together in our Mess. We would study a particular type of bat-
tle at each meeting. On one occasion we discussed 'mountain warfare' and
for this I had a retired Indian Army Colonel as the lecturer. He had taken
part in a number of operations on the North West Frontier. After his lecture
we broke up into syndicates to solve problems on a cloth model of mountain-
ous country made up for us by the Pioneers of the battalion.

   The Pioneers also produced an excellent 'town' model on which we discus-
sed the principles of the attack into a built up area. Ralph Hayter of our
Pioneers could do or fix anything.

   On another occasion two or three officers put on a short playlet to bring
out the differences in new tactics and old. In these and other ways we got
the officers thinking about a variety of problems that might arise in action
and would require quick solutions.

   To make all the officers and men appreciate the responsibilities they
would have to assume when casualties in action mounted, I turned the batal-
ion into a brigade. Each of the company commanders became battalion command-
ers, each platoon commander became a company commander and so on down to the
newest buck private who had to command a section. These 'brigade' exercises
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 were carried out in the surrounding countryside.                              S

    We also sent sections of ten men into the countryside with four or five    j
 days rations and told them to enjoy themselves but to act like soldiers.      |

 These forays of small groups were greatly enjoyed and of course it enabled    j

 the section commander, who would be a corporal, to practice the art of commandj

    One of the things I noted soon after joining the regiment was the number ofg
 NGO's and men who were officer material but who, for a variety of reasons, ha&j

 given little thought to trying for a commission. Most of them preferred to re-J

 main with their 'buddies'; they had joined up together and could not see why  I

 they should not stay together. I decided that I would get all the warrant of- j

 ficers and NGO's together and explain just why many of them should become an  j

 ^@P-P-4 C*QY@                                                                                                                                 I
    When* they were all assembled I said that I was sure they would normally    j

 like to be commanded by Edmonton Regiment officers, someone who had the same

 spirit they had and who was equally proud of wearing our flashes. I went on   j
 to remind them that the average 'life' of a lieutenant in command of a platooaj

 was about ten days. I assured them that this did not necessarily mean he wouldj

 be killed or wounded by then; he might be promoted, attached to brigade as a  E

 liaison officer, sent off on a course, but whatever the reason he would have  j

 to be replaced. Based on the expected 'life' we would need about five new jun-g

 ior officers each month or 60 a year.                                         j

    I told them that we had about eight in the reinforcement stream, enough forj

 two months. After that we might get the cast-offs from other regiments, pos-  J
 sibly a flock of subalterns from the Royal Canadian Regiment.                 J

    That was enough. In the next few days we had applications from a number of j

 NCO's, many of whom had distinguished records in action with the Regiment and j

 in peace time in the Canadian Arny.                                          g
    We played as hard as we worked and thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. There werag

 a number of attractive young ladies in Eastbourne and one of them who had us JJ

 rocking on our heels used to tint a lock of her blondish hair with the blue- J

 grey of the Edmonton flashes. All went well for awhile but eventually we noteaj
 with regret that the dye had changed colour. It was now red as she had fallen gj

 in love with someone in the PPCLI who was stationed nearby,                  g

    Relations with the people of the town were very cordial - we helped raise g
 money for a local police fund by putting on 'all in' wrestling matches. People

 of Eastbourne had not seen 'grunt and groan' artists at work before and were ?

 horrified at first to see the terrible things they did to each other. Our    g

 wrestlers were mostly in our stretcher bearer section and had been profes-   g
 sional wrestlers before the war. Steve Jossul, Tex Wilkins and 'Goofy' McMast-jj

 ers are three names that come to mind amongst others. When they went into ac-|@

 tion in Sicily and Italy that happy band of stretcher bearers were a courage-@

 ous team and saved many lives*                                               g
     Brigadier Chris Yoke's Brigade headquarters was in Willingdon, only a     g

  couple of miles north of Eastbourne and I think that many brigadiers would   g

 have been tempted, with such a short distance in between, to visit the Reg-  g

 iment more often than they normally should. Chris Yokes, however, was exfcremejj

 ly good in this regard. We would submit our training programme to him well   g

  ahead - he, in turn, would Itet us know which parts were of special interest  g
 to him. He rarely interfered unless there was good reason for it so he was   j

  always a welcome guest,                                                      j

     Gen Pearkes left command of the 1st Cdn Div in late August, 1942. During  g
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  his two years of command he had transformed an unprofessional division into
  one that had few equals in Britain. He was tireless in visiting regiments
  to judge their progress and encourage them and to blast them when necessary.
  Unfortunately on leaving the division he was only given a few days notice
  before returning to Canada and it was not possible for him to visit us to say
  his goodbyes. We were hurt at the time without knowing any of the circumstances.

     During my time with the Regiment I am sure we must have been on training
  exercises at least four days out of ten. Some were laid on by division, some
 by brigade but, for the most part, they were our own as we rehearsed and prac-
 ticed manoeuvres to perfect our tactical deployments. Physically we were in
 superb shape and could march with full loads across country at a pace not too
 far from that of a marathon runner. I recall one exercise in particular. We
 were near a small village called Boreham, about ten miles as the crow flies
 from our billets in Eastbourne. According to the exercise we had landed on
 the coast with as much ammunition of all kinds as we could carry. We had com-
 pleted that part of the exercise overnight, having marched in from the beaches
 Brigadier Yokes expressed his satisfaction with the way things had gone and at
 about 10:00 AM said we could go home.

    I got the Company Commanders together and told them that we would return
 through the Pevensey marshes and I wanted everyone in billets within two hours.
 We had about nine miles to go, the marshes were fields with ditches filled
 with water between each one. Some of them were four or five feet wide. We had
 our three inch mortars with us and the Mortar Platoon had carried as many mor-
 tar bombs as possible. Each soldier in the battalion was carrying 70 rounds
 of live ammunition plus his rifle and full equipment. We distributed the mor-
 tar bombs, each weighing ten pounds, amongst the companies. Since the officers
 were not armed with rifles many of them carried three bombs each.

    Every man in the battalion completed the march in under two hours. We were
 sopping wet from the ditches and had had hardly any sleep the night before.
 If anyone got a little weary, someone else would carry his rifle for awhile
 @e all took a hand in carrying the 30 pound frames of mortar bombs. After it
 VB.S over we figured that we had all averaged 70 pounds of dead weight which
 of course, included our normal equipment with full pack. But the march was a
 ,sp-eat test of endurance and I was very proud of what we had done. I phoned
 Girls Yokes shortly after the last man was in to boast about our achievement-
 his reply was that he would be down to have a drink with us that evening to '
 congratulate us. He did, and stayed for dinner. It was a great night

    One day Chris Yokes asked me to go to his headquarters to sample some gin
 tAst he had made. As far as I was concerned this was rather like asking me
 te orink with the Borgias; however, Chris was very persuasive and, anyway
 be was my boss. On arrival at his mess I was shown two or three glass flagons
 containing a colourless liquid in which was floating a mass of green foliage
@fech looked for all the world like seaweed.Chris assured me that the green
staff was juniper cut from a bush in the garden of the Mess. He had acquired
t@o gallons of alcohol and had immersed the juniper for four weeks in it
tfct should be long enough to give it flavour. Where had he got the alcohol
j5roa? He was sure it came from the hospital. But one of the junior members
@if nis staff was certain it came from the local undertaker.

   Sth great ceremony the cork was withdrawn from one of the bottles which
vans then passed to Chris Yokes. He sniffed the open bottle, paused and takini?
is a deep breath, he sniffed again.                                        ~
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    "Corporal," he called to the Mess steward who was standing in the doorway,

 "bring me a scotch and soda and ask Colonel Kitching what he would like -

 thank you."
    That was the end of our gin tasting.
    Chris Yokes started a Brigade Battle School close to Eastbourne in a small

 @village called Jevington. To run the school he selected Major 'Budge' Bell-

 Irving of the Seaforths and Lieut Jim Stone from the Edmontons. They were two

 completely different people but they had a common aim and the school was first

 c^^ A ^i ^5
    I was not always a great believer in 'Battle Drill' as taught at some of

 the schools. There was often too much shouting and yelling and not enough

 thinking. In fact, I did not agree with battle drill at all at one time. To

 me it was a short cut designed to make people do things automatically because

 it was thought that there was not time to teach the normal platoon and sec-

 tion tactics. Unfortunately, the early 'battle drill' schools went overboard

 in trying to produce realism. In one of them the instructors used to get a
 few quarts of blood from the local slaughter house and splash it around on   |

 their students as they slipped and slithered under barbed wire and bullets   j

 and through drainage ditches. To me that was nonsense. Our school at Jeving- j:
 ton was tough but it did not encourage students to think.                    |

    On the 14th of December, the Brigade Commander, Chris Yokes, phoned to say |

 that I was to take over the appointment immediately of GSO I at Div HQ. I nat-|

 urally was disappointed; it seemed that I had only been with the Regiment for I

 a matter of weeks and I was thoroughly enjoying it. Time had gone past so    |

 quickly - it had been four and one half months since I had first worn the
 Edmonton Regiment badges and flashes and yet it seemed like yesterday. I was j

 proud to continue wearing them. I handed command over to Major Jim Jefferson.

    Much more quickly than when I had joined them, I now left the Edmontons.

 I had been notified in the morning of my change in jobs; now in the early    |

 afternoon I was on my way t<^ report to General Salmon at 1st Div HQ.

     I had spent some of my time with the Regiment seeing that Corporals would ^
 learn to be Sergeants and Captains to be Majors. I would now be replacing    j

 LCol Harry Foster at Div HQ as General Staff Officer I* Foster would in turn |
 be moving on to soon be in command of a Brigade,                             j

     I left the Edmontons so quickly that at the time I was not able to say my j
  goodbyes to the personnel of the Regiment. This I was able to do, however,   j

 when I returned for an evening several days later,                           j

     So ended my first experience as Officer Commanding an Infantry Battalion, j

                       ;|;.y..)Lf@*-@--@-***-@-@-@*@@-IF-@-@-@@@@***@@-@-*-*@***-@                                         I

                                                                                  ;1

   Wandering Boy!  W.Nowell, Cranbrook, BC - I happened to come in contact with|

   Jim Botsford who now lives in Cranbrook also and he was telling me all the  :|

   good things about the LEH Association. I have never been aware of such a

   group before but now that I know - here's my dues. Please put me on your.
   list. I sure hope that I can make it to some of the get-togethers coming up.

   I joined the Eddies in 1940, when they were at Morval Barracks, in the Alder-

   shot area. I was with them through many battles. My Reg. No. M-16756. I have

   read the name and address of a number that I knew and spent time with in

   the Regiment.



                            HM@nm GHJERAL MEETING              @@@@@@@@@@

                                January 21, 1989

|   In the neighborhood of forty members met in the afternoon of January 21,

, at the Montgomery Legion, to hear how our Association made out in 1988.
j   Following a minutes silence in memory of absent comrades, it was on to the

| business of the day.

    Ralph Craven, our long-time Secretary, read the minutes of our last gen-

 eral meeting held in January of '88, and the minutes were accepted as read.

 He completed this little portion with a few small bits of correspondence that

 had been received between meetings.

    Then it was on to the Financial Report for the year and since there were

 no    large projects attempted during the year other than getting our Forty-

 niner magazine in the mail and paying for the printing and the postage, we man-

 aged to end up in the black. It wasn't much, a few hundred dollars, but bet-

 ter than being in the red. The report was moved by Treasurer Olson and sec-

 onded by Paul Cote and carried.

    Then came the Membership Report showing some 430 members paid up, etc. and

 this did not include all the members of the Militia Unit, only the Officers

 and NCOs.

    The Magazine Report was next and it advised the meeting that some 550 mag-

 azines had been distributed to our members for the year. The request was also

made for more stories from the many of our members.

    The Membership and Magazine reports were moved by B. Olson and in turn sec-

 onded by Rev. W. Hall and carried.

    Rollie Castagner, Entertainment Committee, spoke a few words about the suc-

 cess of the Grande Prairie Picnic, summer of '88, and praised especially the

 effort that the wives of our members there put into making certain that no-

 one  goes away hungry.

    The Last Post Report had a total number of deaths listed at forty as print-

ed in the issue of the Fortyniner and since it's fall printing another eight

loyal Eddies had passed on.

   President of the B.C. Association, Bill Remple, was on hand to bring greet-

 ings from all the members in the West Coast area. He also invited all Edmon-

fcon Association members to come to their annual Banquet being held in Van-

couver in two weeks time. The call was also given out for members to come

along on the Parade of Memories trip to be taking place May/June of this year.

    Reporting on the young Battalion, LCol D.C,Nielsen had several Militia

Unit members on hand dressed in the new army uniforms, battle as well as ex-

ercise uniforms. Also on hand were new weapons to be issued on a unit basis

during 1989. LCol Nielsen also advised of his relinquishing of the Command of

the Unit in early March of 1989 with Glen Jones becoming the new Unit Corn-

sanding Officer.

    Chris Atkin, Museum Director.. brought us up-to-date on several different

items. The Griesbach Sword, after it's trip to and back from England to be

completely refurbished was on display and it looked as good as new. It is now

mounted in a display carrying case with a glass front and except for a real

special occasion will it be taken out of the case. The City of Edmonton, it is

believed, looked after the expense of the refurbishing.

   There was some mention of a Regimental Memorial Park to be built and to be

completed in    readiness for our Anniversary celebrations and there was also

talk of possible sites for a Regimental Museum. Chris also urged Association



                            Edmonton General Meeting

Members to keep in mind the Museum when they are disposing of any Regimental
memorabilia.

   Lem Mundorf moved that our Association donate $500.00 to the Museum. The
request was seconded by Bill Shaw and the motion carried.

   Ed Boyd advised the meeting that the Prince of Wales Armoury had now been
declared a historical site building and would therefore no longer be avail-
able as a possible Museum site.

   Bill Remple suggested that our Association supply a Regimental Plaque and
a framed print of our Regimental Colours to the upcoming tour group to be
presented by them to the Oxfced Legion, England, when the Parade of Memories
tour makes its stop there. The suggestion was carried unanimously.

   There being no further business to deal with. President Bob Hidson called
for the election of officers for the coming year.

   The Executive of the Edmonton Association for the coming year:

                   President  -  Bob Hidson(2nd year)
           Vice Pres  -  Chris Atkin       Executive  -  LCol D.Nielsen
            Secretary  -  Ralph Craven        Ed Boyd  -   Lem Mundorf
           Treasurer  -  Barney Olson     Rollie Castagner  -  L.E.Stewart

                                                   Paul Cote
                     Militia Unit  -  LCol G. Jones(On Command change)
                     Hon President -  Hon LCol R.C.Chapman

                                          (Replacing Col Ed Boyd)
 The meeting adjourned at 15:45 hours.

                          EIMHOTON ASSOCIATION
                                January 21, 1989

   The Montgomery Legion staff had everything in place (except the food which
would be there by 7:00 PM) in preparation for our Banquet evening. At 5:30 FN
members began signing in early to get in on the social hour.

   And so an hour and a half later the request went out to be seated, the
head table members got into their places and the evening's short list of
formalities began.

   Our Griesbach Sword was marched in with the assistance of an excellent
Colour Guard provided by our Militia Unit and there was a piper present from
the Edmonton City Police Pipe Band to provide for the marching music.

   The Master of Ceremonies for the evening, Keith Wakefield, accepted the
Sword on behalf of all those present, our Colours were paraded to their pos-
itions, there was the Toast to the Queen, Rev Warren Hall said Grace and then
the buffet dinner followed.

   Once the meal had been completed, Jim Stone gave the Toast To The Regi-
ment and in another place in this Fortyniner issue he has improved on it. LCc
Nielsen, 0/C Militia Unit, spoke a few words and that was about the extent of
the after dinner speeches.

   At age 93, Albert Nelson, WW I, was the oldest member in attendance and he
outdistanced Andy Dahl who reported in at 88. This qualified Albert for the
customary litre of the best.

   Our Banquet being held in the auditorium of the Legion and on the second
floor, it happened to coincide with a "Burns Nite" event being held on the



                         Edmonton   Banquet

main floor below. In attendance at the special event, the Edmonton City Po-
lice Pipe Band. They came upstairs, all eighteen of them, and entertained us
with a number of Scottish tunes, including "Bonnie Dundee", for some fifteen
feo twenty minutes. That many pipes and drums in the auditorium was a bit on
the loud side, but everyone certainly enjoyed the entertainment.

   Out-of-town members were invited to stand up and be recognized, another
custom we carry on with.

   President Bill Remple and Hon President Jim Stone were in attendance from
the BC Association on the Island as well as Sid Fry and from further up Is-
land, Ed Cox and son.

   Tom Hidson was here from Winnipeg, the first time he has been in attend-
ance for some years. Later in the evening he had a few "new" stories to relate
to us from the distant past and they seemed to be centred around the Oxted
area. It was the first time at an Edmonton Banquet for Otto Peters, one-time
Support Company Transport. He came from his home near 100 Mile House, B.C..

   Don Gower, Edmonton, also showed up for the first time in many years and
he met up with several members from his "old D" Company Section.

   And then there was Mike Antonio, Gus Campbell, John MacLean, Ron LeBas and
Bert McDonald, they were all in the same platoon at one time.

   Besides those that have already been mentioned, there were from out-of-
town: Al Baker, Gibbons; Ed Beaudry, Tofield,' Dave Boyer, Calgary; Ken Coup-
land, Spruce Grove; Bill Dewitz, Barrhead; John Eggleston, Leduc; Herman Er-
ickson, Camrose; Ivan Feldberg, Evansburg; Gary Faulkner, Leduc; Dave Gaulter,
Thorsby; Jake Goertzen, Valhalla Centre; Bob Jardine, Ardrossan; Ray Lewis,
Trail, BC; Steve Lotoski, Alberta Beach; Sam Lenko, Sangudo; Angus McCrimmon,
Priddis, J.B.McDonald, Mayerthorpe; Bill Purves, Hythe, Charlie Swan, Innis-
fail; D.C.Tierbull, Calgary, Joe Turions, High Prairie, Barney Weir, Two Hills;
Charlie Whelan, Rycroft; Jack McKay, Lament; Chris Choda, St Albert; Kevin
Weidlich, Winterburn.

   And from Edmonton: Lee Ahlstrom, Chris Atkins, Tom Benson, Marshall Baydala,
Miles Beaton, Jack Birmingham, Alex Bolinski, Dave Burns, Ed Boyd, Rollie
Castagner, Stan Chettleborough, Paul Cote, Bill Craig, Ralph Craven, Ted Dom-
broski, H. Embleton, Barry Ferguson, H.G.Field, J. Fleck, Jim Foote, 'Buck'
Getschel, R. Hammond. Bob Hidson, Ted James, Sid Jones, Steve Kmiech, Bob
Lizotte, Don Matsen, Bill Moody, Owen Moses, Lem Mundorf, Mel McPhee, Jack
McCulloch, Mark McKain, Hugh McKay, Wally McVee, Gord McVee, Doug Mason,
Barney Olson, Bob Rhodes, M. Rarog, Wally Ross, Max Rudyk, Rob Schweiger,Pete
St Pierre, Bill Shaw, L.E.Stewart, Alan Storrier, Marcel Tettamente, Ed Tan-
nous, Jack Toy, Keith Wakefield, Carl Walford, Vince Westacott, Maurice White,
Bob Wilson, Geoff Wright, Anthony Woodford, Mark Wank'iewicz, LCol D.Nielsen,
Wayne Johnston, Dave McAra Bernie Robitaille, Chris Boehnke, Joe Beauregard,
Mitchell and Hoggins(?).

   From the Mewburn Veterans Centre: Stan Blomberg, Lewis Druar, Reg Flowers
and Ed Schenning.

   The Dirty dishes and empty wine bottles were all cleared away, tables and
chairs were moved back leaving space in the middle of the room for the dancing
part of the evening, and at 9:00 PM couples moved out onto the floor to take
part in the evening's dance program.



__________            EIM3MTOM ASSOCI&Tim PICMIC             _________?
               '            September 2 and 3, 1989                            |

   For a period of time on Saturday, the first day of our picnic at Camp      j
Harris and coinciding with the 50th Anniversary of the beginning of WW II,    |

there was some concern as to whether anyone would turn out.                   |
   We had a long list of those who had every good intention of turning up,   'J

the problem was it began raining around 11 o'clock in the morning and by the 1!
looks of the skies it was quite possible that it could continuing for the    j|
remainder of the day.                                                         jj

   Our Militia Unit under the direction of Capt Chris Atkin had a "long" tent j
all set up complete with tables and chairs.  As long as you remained under   @|

the canvas, there wasn't too much chance of getting wet.                      jg
   Fortunately for us, around 2 PM the rain stopped. Being out in the country ||

everything now smelled real fresh, looked nice and green, and only a few smail||
puddles remained . Before long members and their wives and guests began show- |

ing up. Before the afternoon was too "gone" we had somewhere around 110 takirqj
part in our "Steak Day".                                                      |

   We did have nother minor setback, however, for when the time came to think |
about cooking the steaks we found that our "steak chef" who we thought would |
be in attendance had instead gone fishing. Thus we put out a call for volun-  |
teers and so it was that Keith Mundorf and Don Matsen stoked up the gas bar- |
beque and we were in business. We didn't hear of any complaints so the cooks |
must have done a good job. Steaks were 'to order' and line ups were kept to  |
a minimum.                                                                    |

   By the time everyone had partaken of as much as they wanted we had a few  |
steaks left over(in the raw state) and there was no problem in getting them  |
sold.                                                                         |

   We were very pleased to have with us a long lost Loyal Eddie from Ketch-  |
ikan, Alaska, in the person of Louis Thadei. How he eventually arrived in Ed- |
monton is a small story in itself. To begin with he left home forgetting to  j
take his camera with him. His driver went back to get it but by the time he   |
had made it back, Louis was gone, so, no camera. Since he was travelling on aa|
American airline, he had to land in Seattle and transfer to a Vancouver bound J
plane. Being a bit late when he got to Seattle he needed the assistance of an |

attendant and a wheel chair(Louis uses a cane to help him get around) to get  |
him to his next plane. They only just made it but as it turned out it was too J
fast for his baggage.                                                         J

   When he arrived in Vancouver he had previously made arrangements to meet  |
with his daughter there but on his arrival he wasn't able to find her. Since  |
he shortly had to catch his plane to Edmonton, he had no daughter with him anclJ
no baggage.                                                                   |

   We enjoyed having him with us, whichever way he came. We don't know how he |
came out in the end since we haven't heard from him. We sincerely hope he en- |

joyed himself here and we know that he met up with some who he had not seen   j
for many a year.                                                .             J

   So, Saturday, despite the earlier weather conditions, we called pretty     |

much a success. The last time we had a picnic (two years ago) at Camp Harris. |
Doris and Jack Childs brought along their musical instruments and there was a |
small "dance" in the evening. Jack and Doris weren't able to make it this     j
time so the evening was fill'ed with talk, etc.                                J

   Sunday turned out to be an excellent day, weather-wise.                    |



I                                       Edmonton     Picnic

    About fifty of the members gathered at the Montgomery Legion in the morning
I for a parade to the Cenotaph and the laying of a Wreath.

   Wally McVee formed us up in columns of three,  pointed us in the right
 direction, and we marched off (about three blocks) to the Cenotaph. We weren't
 able to round up any "pipes" or other kind of music to accompany us so we
 marched along without music, not even a whistle. We kept in step very well
 considering we hadn't practised for some considerable time. Edmonton City Po-
 lice were on hand to keep us in order as we marched and to also make sure we
 turned the correct corners.

    At the Cenotaph our Militia Unit had supplied the sentries and the bugler
 and they were excellent. We weren't able to obtain the services of a Padre to
 offer prayers so our ceremonies were thus cut quite short. Ed Boyd and Paul
 Cote laid the wreath, we had Reveille and the Last Post and all in all it
 turned out to be a nice little ceremony. There were no crowds present but we
 did have representation from one of our local TV Stations.

    It was back to Camp Harris for the remainder of the day.  The camp area was
 now quite dry and we were able to spend all our leisure time outside. Much
 interest was shown in all the photos that were there, pictures from WW II and
 some of more recent times.

    Our "Sunday Chicken" menu was catered by a private firm so it was most en-
 joyable. Seconds were available to those who wanted more.

    Padre Edgar Bailey managed to attend with us for a short period of time and
 he, in a very short time, met many old aquaintances. I'm sure he was over-
 whelmed. Frank McDougall (Major) came from Regina for a first time, Vern
 McGee ("A" Coy) hadn't been around for a number of years and there was Louis
 rhadei who has been mentioned previously. Archie McCallum, Vancouver, spent
 the two days with us.

    Our thanks to Mary and Norm Dack, Enderby, BC,  for spending all the time
 that they did on the "registration desk". And to the time spent by Isobel
 Morgan's("PoP") daughter and son-in-law for taking over the operation of the
 refreshment booth.

    All in all, a very good two days.
    We list those who were in attendance for either one or both days, and with-

 out their home address;  Mike Antonio, Sam Atkinson, Amby Ambrose, Al Baker,
 Marshall Baydala, Miles Beaton, Jim Botsford, Shierlaw Burry, Roy Butterwick,
 Rollie Castagner, Gus Campbell, Ed Clausen, Paul Cote, Ken Coupland, Ralph
 Craven, Dave Gaulter, Norm Dack, Ted Dombroski, Jimmy Duncan, Barry Ferguson,
 Ivan Feldberg, Cliff Gates, Alvin Getschel, Pat Grier, Bob Hidson, Bob Jardine
 Stan Jones, Steve Kmiech, Jim Foote, Ron LeBas, L.Lamoureux, Ray Lewis, Steve
 Lotoski, Bill Moody, Owen Moses, Sam Lenko, Stan Jones, John MacLean, Mark
 McKain, Archie McCallum, Bert McDonald, Frank McDougall, Hugh McKay, Sam Mc-
 Leod, Gord McVee, Wally McVee, Barney Olson, Norm Parks, Art Quinn, Art Rob-
 inson, Bill Ross, W. D. Smith, Jim Sharkey, Bill Shaw, 'Springy' Springsteel,
 L. E. Stewart, Pete St Pierre, Charlie Swan, John Squarok, Bill Purvis, Vince
 Westacott, Don Upton, Tony Stark, Marcel Tettamente, Louis Thadei, Don Thom-
 son, Charlie Whelan, Barney Weir, Vern McGee, Stan Chettleborough.

   Lady members present - Isobel Morgan, Esther Bowen, Cecille Dupuis plus
 many of the wives of members and their guests.

    Many of the parting words were, "We'll see you next year for our Anni-

 versary" .



                        A SOLDIER'S PERSPECTIVE - ON WR          @@@@@@@@@@j
                                       by

                               H. G. "Gig" Field

    I served as a junior officer in The Loyal Edmonton Regiment in Italy and
 late in the war of 1939-1945 in Holland.

    When first exposed to "battle experience", that is, under direct enemy
 fire, I was 23 years old, not much older than the readers of this article.   |
 Many of the men in my platoon were younger than that.                    '   |

    What was it like for a very young man from Edmonton in a war a third of   |
 the way around the world from home? This article will try to give a perspect-J
 ive on only one of the many emotional experiences of a young soldier.        5

    A soldier is part of a special environment, his basic needs are provided  |
 by the  army organization to which he belongs. In spite of that partial      |
 shield from the world around him, there is a very great trauma in experienc- J
 ing a very different climate, inadeguate sanitation, and a local population  |
 with different language and culture. In addition to these factors, Italy was J
 Nazi Germany's ally, and Canadian soldiers were uncertain as to the reception!
 they would be accorded by the locals. These conditions tended to band us even |
 closer together than might have been the case under less intimidating circum- |
 stances.                                                                      |

    Overshadowing all of these factors was the dominating, constant nagging   |
 fear. The next engagement with the enemy might result in your being maimed   I
 or killed,                                                                    j

   ^1 was a platoon commander. A platoon consisted of 35 to 40 men and was a  J
 unit. The personnel of our platoon had been lucky, and our unit was fairly   |
 stable for about five months until the 23rd day of May, 1944. On that day the j
 Loyal Edmonton Regiment was committed as part of a larger force, to an attack I
 in the valley below Monte Cassino in central Italy. The thrust was against a ' |
 heavily defended German position we knew as the Hitler Line.                  i|

    The attack went in very early in the day. As we moved forward, the noise ofN
German artillery, tank mounted high velocity shells and mortar fire became    '
 deafening. A high velocity shell landed right behind me with a blast which    !
knocked me flat. The shrapnel killed and injured most of my platoon head-     I
guarters personnel,                                                           i

   We collected into some semblance of order and moved forward again. We were i
stopped again by withering small arms fire and witnessed a direct hit on one  !
of our supporting tanks by a German armour-piercing shell. The tank crew were |
trapped inside and the shell had hit o:ne of the ammunition bins. The ammun-  j
ition began exploding amongst the trapped men, their screams still haunt roe.  |
In five minutes they were silent, all of them dead.                           |

   We tried to take cover wherever we could find it, and then had to wait it  |
out. All day long we were pounded by shellfire, small arms fire, and the      |
multi-barrelled short range., smooth bore, mortars we called "Moaning Minnies" j
because of the whine their projectiles made in the air. You heard them coming S
and you knew they would land within a few yards of each other - you just      |
hoped it would land where you weren't.                                        |!

   At the end of the day and under cover of darkness, the sorry remains of    |
our platoon regrouped. The devastation was appalling, out of about 35 young   j
men who were in our ranks at sun-up, 5 were dead or dying of wounds and about j
14 others were wounded, some so badly maimed that their injuries were perman- 8
ent.                                                                          |



A Soldier's Perspective
J   There were of course other very awful days and nights, but for me that day

[j'si.a.s the most devastating of my experiences.
M   Perhaps this brief account will give you some understanding of the deep
jrbm-ning loss a soldier feels when his companions are lost.
j^  'Those of us fortunate enough to have"survived know that war is not   glor-

|ious, nor romantic, nor made up of heroes. War, under circumstances such as
 the emergence of mad, power hungry political leaders such as Hitler, is abso-

jlufaely necessary to project our lives and our families' futures. Let us hope
j that. in your future even crazy politicians will recognize that the human cost
j is just too great to embark on war as a solution to anything.
J       (Written especially for the Ross Sheppard High School Newspaper,
|           "Thunderbolt" and printed in the November, 1988, issue)

I              A Child's View of Retirement in a Mobile Home Park
|   We always spend Christmas with Grandma and Grandpa. They used to live in
is big brick house, but Grandpa got retarded, and they moved to Palm Desert in
 California. They live in a place with a lot of retarded people. They live in

l-iBood huts. They ride big three-wheeled tricycles. They go to a big building
jcalled a "wrecked hall". But if it was wrecked, it is fixed now. They play
JSEBies there and do exercises. There is a swimming pool, and they go to it and
IJL.SI stand there with hats on. I guess they don't know how to swim, or maybe
pfcTbey have forgotten.
J   Grandma used to bake cookies and stuff, but I guess she forgot how. No-
|3body cooks there. They all go out to fast food restaurants.
|   As you come into the park, which is like a jail, you have to stop and call
Jsoraeone to let you in.
1   My Grandma said that Grandpa worked hard all his life and earned the re-

 tardment. I wish they would move back home, but I guess the person who runs
@the main gate won't let them out.
t

i

                       ARTICLE 3 - BY-LMC, MBffiERSHIP

I                 Regular Members
fci-L ranks, past or present, who are serving or have served in units bear-
jiog the title of or wearing the badge of the 49th Battalion The Edmonton Reg-
imen L and The Loyal Edmonton Regiment or The Loyal Edmonton Regiment(4 PPCLI)
|Bha..ll be eligible to join the Association as full members.

|                 Associate Members
pe widows and children of officers and men serving or ^dio have served in the
item TnpTit-^y^-jLjj @ @i K~i@^,
hadefc Officers, Cadets and C.I.L. Officers affiliated with The Loyal Edmon-

Itan Regiment(4 PPCLI),
|I1 personnel of other Corps and Units who have been attached for duty with
pise Regiment,
Scy interested person who is prepared to work on behalf of the Association
hod subscribe to its aims.



__________                B.C. Association                  @@@@@@@@|
                        ANNUAL GENERAL MEETIMG/BaNQUET                     |

                                February 4, 1989                            |

    This was our second annual General Meeting and Banguet to be held at thej
 downtown Vancouver Sandman Inn. Again Les Taplin, our Vancouver Director, j
 had made excellent and improved arrangements for our reception and banguet.|
 Our "gathering room" was actually part of our "dining room", partitioned oSJ
 by a giant folding door and equipped with the necessary tables and chairs aj
 a portable bar. From the bar "free" drinks from the unexpended portion of g
 our last summer picnic ration were served. All very comfortable, very cosy,j

    When I had arrived, an hour before dinner, there was already a fair gattt
 ering of old comrades that had been checked through Jack Childs' registratig
 table. This included our Honorary President, Jim Stone, again in good form.J
 By the time Ed Bradish piped us into dinner with the stirring strains of  |
 "Bonnie Dundee" there were close to fifty of us talking and laughing.^     J

    Padre Warren Hall, welcomed from Edmonton, said Grace. President Bill tl|
 called for the customary minute of silence in memory of departed comrades. :j
 his opening remarks Bill presented the apologies and best wishes from Gen- ,|
 erals Kitching and Bell-Irving (absent on duty) and particularly welcomed j
 from Edmonton, Lee Ahlstrom, Barney Olson, Steve Lotoski from Alberta Beactj
 and Ernie Gairdner from Kitimat. Lou Smith, a past president of this Assoc^J
 iation, from Vancouver, was also welcomed as well as Don Morgan, who was or?
 ganizing our "Parade of Memories" tour, and Johnny Eggleston our past "Van-J
 couver Director", from Leduc. Don Jacquest, dining with us for the first tij
 in many years, proposed the Loyal Toast, then we settled down to dine, chafcj
 and table-hop over our excellent and well served dinner.                  J

    Ken McKenzie proposed the Toast to the Regiment (his well presented ToasI
 is printed elsewhere in this magazine) and Steve Lotoski replied to the   |

 Toast with graceful approval.
    After dinner President Bill spoke about our 75th Anniversary which is  ,

 coming up in 1990. He suggested we all try to make the January dinner in Ed
 monton or the Anniversary ceremonies to be held the weekend of May 19-21.  !

     Les Taplin reported as "Director and Banquet Organizer", requesting sug-
 gestions for any improvements. All agreed that the evening was well ordered
  and a great success. One or two "banquet latecomers" were unable to obtain
 hotel rooms at the Sandman, a popular, convenient  to downtown Vancouver an
  a reasonably priced hotel. Les emphasized "Book early if you want a room"
  for next year. All the "stray lambs" eventually found bunks in spare beds o

   pals who had "booked ahead".                                              @
     Keith MacGregor updated the Treasurer's report showing that we are still

  solvent and holding our own. Just slightly below our position of a year ago
  He then reported on correspondence received over the past year,  passing on
  the many greetings and good wishes  of many who were unable to attend this ^
  reunion. Some 40 plus letters or notes  were received as well as many "repi
  cards" bearing messages. It was good to hear that "Wullie" Lowden (both war
  was recovering nicely. Regretably, some 20 plus past members did not reply
  "surface" in any way, and if we can't find them we will suspend mailings (N

  memberships) until we do hear.
     Don Morgan, Morgan Tours, spoke enthusiastically of the soon to be held

  "Parade of Memories" which he was organizing (and which is written about
  elsewhere in this Fortyniner).



B.C. Association
(Percy Darlington was called forward to do his "stuff" as Chairman nf ^

   dominating Committee". Refusing any increase in salary, because nSco^

   S^^:0^0 K^ ^KSS^

  ^^^^'^^.s^^^^^  nominations emerged for:                                 sumewnere in there

 |                  President - Bill Remple
                         Secty Treasurer - Keith MacGregor

                  Directors - Jack Childs        John Dougan
 | _                      Ken McKenzie     Les Taplin
 I ^ed'by'acclama^on."^3 vu " a11 over again that the nominees -e

     On being reelected. Bill Remple called on Dave Petrie to sn^k- f^ ^
  @"Old Guard" of WW I. In humorous but quite delight^ Syle Dave colLosed

  me house in laughter, proving that the fun and frolic is a universal f^
  Frequently unmentioned) feature of even the most serious sold?eSng

j    John Dougan amused us with a mock professorial critique of the President's
j "semantic behavior" (it's OK Bill - we think you done real good') and men-
j cloned some of the high points of his recent visit to the LER's Italian bat-
j fciefields. He proposed that the B.C. Association make a contribution to our
j Regiment's 75th Anniversary in some substantial way and finally extended the
| thanks of the diners present to those who had helped with the arrangements
j or this evening.
|    Tommy Gibson, seconded by Ernie Black, moved that the Executive be empower-

  ed to spend up to $1,500 on the 75th Anniversary celebrations. ThenJonn
  Dougan, seconded by Ernie Gairdner, moved an amendment that the amount be
  changed to $1,000. The amended notion was carried with the request that the

I "resident consult with the Edmonton Association on spending the money
j    Lee Ahlstrom reported on the Battalion activities in Edmonton, noting that

 Glen Jones (who had enlisted in the Militia as a private) would now be the
 new commanding Officer. Also, Bob Chapman, the new Honorary LCol, would be
 raking over this office from Ed Boyd. Both new appointees were deeply ded-
 icated to our Regiment and were excellent selections

    Tommy Gibson ( a Past President of the BC Association) spoke of the "old
 days and particularly of the contribution made by Lou Smith, Roy Couch and
 P^e Ferguson. They had worked so hard to maintain the Association In the mid

    Since the volume of noise and laughter was rising and discipline was be-
 ginning to suffer. Jack Rosser's motion for adjournment was heartily en-
 dorsed at 2210 hours and we then adjourned to our lounge.

    For the other members who were present, we welcomed for the first time Al
porlander, now living in Valemount, BC; and two more old comrades for the
i nrst time in some years. Jack Delorme and Paul Charles. We had Al Wachter

 trom Nanaimo, Ralph Anderson, Parksville; from Victoria, Del Dreqer (write us
 some more for the Fortyniner, Del); Sid Fry and John McConnell. From the Van-
 couver area we had John Brunton, after a couple of years absence; and these
 anrw^f^f^o ?TS T^3' "T LaRiviere? Archie McCallum, Gord Mclntosh
 and Wilf Whitlock. And it was good to see from further away two of our newer
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 members from Hope, Stan Cameron and Buck Martin. Ernie Black rode the bus   jj

 all night to be with us, coming from Vernon. Finally among our most faithfuljj

 and constant atfcenders, Les Duncan, Penticton, Al Gracie from Clearbrook    g
 and Ray Lewis from Trail.                                                    ||j

    As is usual, conversation and tale telling continued into the night. FroiB.I(

 time to time a couple of weary soldiers would "report out" with a promise
 "See you at the picnic" or "See you next time". The friendship and the laugh||

 ter was still there, but the wildness that used to keep the Regimental Pol- J

 ice busy at wartime smokers is now almost gone. I suppose, in a way, it's a J

 pity - but it sure beats a hangover at breakfast time!                      |
    President Bill collected the few remaining bits of unconsumed drink (to Nj

 used at our summer picnic!) and left Les Taplin to close the area up. The   j
 Treasurer returned briefly after "paying up" at the hotel office for "service

 rendered and then with Lee Ahlstrom kept the party trickling along until    Jj
 after midnight.. Honour being satisfied, we closed up shop for another year-J

                                                     Keith MacGregor           |

                               @@@@****@@*@@@*****                                                                            j

                               DO      WW THIS?                           |

          A letter "to the Editor" of the Victoria Times in early 1989       j

    Your editorial of February 25, "Forces, equality, sure, but retain stan- j
 dards", was an admirable exposition of the subject. Women, probably, have asj

 much, or more, courage as men, dedicate themselves to duty just as nobly or j

 more so, but are not physically able to perform the feats demanded of infan-jt

 trymen.                                                                        |j
     I refer to women of the Western world. We evacuated Russian women from   j

 Spitzbergen in 1941 who could carry 300 pounds on their heads and who, with-j
 out doubt, could have kept pace with the British units in the Falklands, butj

 our women would need to start now, conditioning themselves, their daughters S

 and grand-daughters both mentally and physically, to achieve the Russian    j

 standards in a couple of centuries.                                         |
     In the name of equality, what group of females wants to become infantry- j

 men? There is no glamor in killing a fellow human being with a bullet or a  j

 bayonet. Marching to exhaustion with a 70-pound pack, plus carrying a weapon.

  is an essential part of the infantryman's life, as is digging a slit trench s
  in the rain and mud, living in it and, at times, defecating and urinating   j

  in the same living area.                                                    j

     You mentioned that only one woman had passed the intensive infantry train-J

  ing course. She should now be tested under the "wartime" conditions I have  J
  described. Then, perhaps, she could tell her sisters that the infantryman's j

  life is not one to aspire to.                                               j

     My world has been made wonderful because the female part of it created anj

  aura of feminity, far superior to anything masculine. I just can't visual-  g
  ize that aura in the world of slit trenches, mud and spit.                  j

J. R. Stone
           Victoria
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'I                                                                                                                                                                                          ANNUAL                      PICNIC
|                               August 6, 1989
f    Our summer picnic started off inauspiciously enough. First, the Secretary

  Treasurer was a couple of weeks late in getting out the notification letter.
  it had to be done on an "old style" finger driven typewriter since the word
  processor was out of order. Then the 3rd Battalion, PPCLI, our friendly help-
  ers of many years, had received new orders on "Assistance to Civilians". They
  had to charge us full costs for all labour, materials and rations. In one
  fell swoop this more than doubled the cost of the picnic and caused us to in-
  vestigate our money borrowing powers. The Colonel, PPCLI, very kindly can-
  vassed amongst his troops for "volunteers" offering them "time off in lieu".
  This saved us about $300 in "General Duties" labour.

     But all difficulties were resolutely overcome, and the day dawned fine and
  clear as, except on one occasion, it has always done.

     The usual work party formed up at Saxe Point Park at 9;00 AM under the
  supervision of Jack Childs. Art Bird, Percy Darlington and Al Baker(Gibbons)
  supplemented the work party  as volunteers.

     The Patricias swiftly set the ground scene of tents, tables, chairs, barb-
  ecues, PA and other picnic items while the "old crocks" climbed trees and
 hung out the magic circle of bunting and flags. By 11:00 AM it was clear that
 all systems were "Go".

     The first picnickers began to arrive just after noon and as a result the
 bar opened a little earlier than usual. Greetings were shouted, hands were
 shook and kisses(ladies) exchanged as old friends laughed and reminisced. Ken
 McKenzie's pleasant and busy crew of youngsters issued name tags, sold bar
 tickets and cheerfully welcomed all comers through the bustling reception area.
 The "General Salute" on Angus Grant's bagpipes announced the arrival of Gen-
 George (our Inspecting Officer) and Audrey Kitching. A few minutes later Jack
 Childs blew "On Parade" on his bugle to summon John Dougan, our Master of
 Ceremonies for the day, to the mike. John welcomed the Hon "Budge" and Mrs.
 Bell-Irving and our more distant visitors including our faithful helper, Al
 Baker, Gibbons, Johnny Eggleston, Leduc, Steve Kmiech and Mrs.Kmiech and
 Barney Olson, our "Mr Fortyniner, from Edmonton, W. D. Bill Smith and Pat
 came from Thorsby, Alta., and Ralph Hayter arrived from Barrie, Ont.

    I also noticed a "McLean" on the guest list, presumably John MacLean from
  Edmonton. Sorry I didn't get a chance to say hello, John.

    John Dougan also made special mention of some of our lady members in at-
 tendance. Our cheerful Garry Browne, Tina Oakey (who will be soon living in
 Edmonfcon), Dorothy Rowlatt, Vancouver, a regular attender, Marg Sheldrake and
 the gracious and charming Joan Key,  our "Old Guard" member.

    The Very Rev Joe Cardy came forward and gave his usual moving Invocation,
 calling for God's Grace on a number of old comrades who had passed on since
 our last picnic. Among these were our own members: Sid Bigelow, Jim Craig,
 Alex Hyde(WW I), Trevor Jones, Vince Lilley and Neil Webb. Jack Childs then
 blew "Last Post" and, as the two minute silence settled on us, we could hear
 the shouts of happy children far off in another corner of the park. Angus
 Grant played the "Lament" and Jack answered with "Reveille".

    Since both Dave Petrie and Dave Barbour were "on parade" with the "Old
 Guard", Jim Stone fell them in for Inspection by General George. It was a
 smart and impressive little ceremony, and George said the right things about
 it. The "younger set" (strange to realize that all us WW II vets are now OAPs)
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 hoped they would be as smart and spry in their nineties as the two Daves! We i
 missed Earl Graham, confined to his home as a result of a bad fall, and "PiP"|
 Muirhead who passed along his message that he would be thinking of us.       '

    Bill Remple "took the mike" to make his usual humorous and informative    1
 "President's Remarks". He related to us the "Parade of Memories" tour with a |
 number of happy anecdotes that took place and reported that all concerned had!
 found it a wonderful experience. He expressed our thanks to the PPCLI and the
Municipality of Esquimau, who continue to make our very happy picnic possible
He drew attention to our forthcoming Regimental 75th Anniversary celebrations!
 centered on May 18 to 21, 1990, in Edmonton. More information on this great  :
 celebration will follow.                                                     I
 On receipt of the secret signal, the cooks brought forth a Regimental cake
 and placed it front and center. Nancy Bell-Irving gracefully stepped forward !
 to cut it with a long and heavy old Infantry sword. It was a darn good cake  I
this year and nicely decorated with our Regimental shoulder patch and hat    |
badge and in correct Regimental colours,                                     j

   Another secret signal summoned the previously detailed waiters to form up S
and deliver filled picnic plates to the "Old Guard" and their guests at the  |
head table. Jack Childs then blew the "cookhouse" for the rest of us.        I

    From then on for an hour it was a gaily chattering line-up for the BBQ'd  i
spring salmon (laid on by Jim Stone from his own special source), devilled   j
eggs, crusty buns, salads of all kinds, pickles, cheese, delicious pastries, !
coffee, tea, or juice and an excellent BC wine with ad-lib pieces of the     I
cake (particularly for the children in attendance). We sat in the warm after-I
noon sun or in the shimmering tree shade. We talked and ate and laughed; we  |
table-hopped to speak with old friends; we marvelled at the wonderful col-   |
lection of photos from war time and past Regimental reunions that Barney     |

Olson had gathered over the years and brought along to show. We smiled and   |
laughed with each other.                                                     I

   Not already mentioned as being present were a group of Victorians and     !
their wives and families: Harvey Butter-worth, Del Dreger, Archie Greene, Steve
Jossul, Don McConnell and Don McCulloch. We also had a mysterious 'Geddes'   I
sign in from Victoria of whom noone seems to know anything about. Perhaps he j
was just a lover of good barbecued salmon, if he's an old 49er I hope we can j
 get in touch with him. Al and a smiling Marg Johnson also brightened our    |
day with their presence.                                                     |

   From up Island we had Doug Rogers and  Len Tuppen; Earl Dick and Bernie   |
McMahon came from Parksville and from further up Pete Ferguson, Norm Furnell |
and Erskin Larkin. From the mainland we had Earl Lohn, Vancouver, a regular  I
banquet attender in February but the first time for awhile at a picnic. From ||
Burnaby; Walter Holmes and Gord Mclntosh, Surrey; Les Taplin, our Vancouver  @
director from Delta. There was Norm Dack, Enderby; Les Duncan, Penticton; andJ

Stan Cameron, Hope.                                                          |
   Lastly, two friendly couples, Holcroft and McConnel, signed in with no   |

information being given. I'd sure like to know more about them since they   |

might be old pals.                                                           |
   Then I wonder what happened to Norm Furnell, lan Grahame, Tom Huntington  |

and Bob Wheatley from Courtenay (who we haven't seen for years). They all    |
said they were coming but didn't show.                                       |

                                                    Keith MacGregor           |
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 A Toast to our Regiment given by Ken McKenzie at the annual Banquet of Ola-
   British Columbia Association meeting in Vancouver on February 4, 1989.

    "To my knowledge this is the first time that a former Naval Officer
    has been given the singular honor of proposing the Toast to the Reg-
    iment. As one who joined the Regiment somewhat on in the game, Dec-
    ember, 1944, I do not have the wealth of experience to draw on that
    previous good "toasters", and it brings to mind last years "toaster"
    Archie McCallum, have had. It, therefore, seems appropriate that I
    take a somewhat different approach in proposing the "Salute To The
    Regiment".

      I will follow the longtime practice of the Navy of making some Bib-
    lical reference in signals, messages or other communications. The
    reference I have selected is from Ecclesiastes (R.C.Bible) "Let us
    now praise famous men, and our fathers that begat us". This will be
    the theme of my Toast this evening. I am seeking special recognition
    of the debt we owe to the members of the original 49th Battalion. To
    do this I will compare and contrast the Battalions of the two wars.

      Each of our Battalions won ten of the Battle Honours which today
    adorn our Battalion Colours. We are similar in that regard.

      In WW II a distance of about 700 miles separated the first battle
    ground in Sicily from the last battle along the Senio in Italy. The
    Ijssel River lies some 700 odd miles, as the crow flies, to the West.
    The Loyal Edmonton Regiment then covered at least 1400 miles during
    WW II. We used tanks, trucks, jeeps, universal carriers, ships and
    on occasion donkeys and then boots to travel this distance. In con-
    trast, the WW I battleground of Ypres, or leper, or Wipers, is sep-
    arated from the Somme by about 70 miles. This appears to be the range
    of operations of our original 49th Battalion. They used shank's pony
    and the "8 horse or 40 men" rail wagons. The second war Battalion
    therefore roamed about 20 times more than did our comrades in WW I,
    with much more vehicle assistance.

      The Edmonton Regiment of WW I received 2 VC's and a total of 327
    other decorations. In W II 100 decorations fell to the lot of the
    Battalion. So the WW I Battalion won many more decorations than did
    the Regiment of WW II.

      In WW I some 4000 men served in the Battalion over the 40 months
    of active service. In WW II more than 5000 men at one time or another
    could call The Loyal Edmonton Regiment their home. In WW I 977 men,
    or about 24% were killed in action. In WW II 334 men, or just less
    than 7% were killed.

      At the two battles of Mount Sorrel and Paschendale, separated in
    time by some 14 months and in distance by some 5 miles, the WW I Bat-
    talion suffered some 834 casualties in a total of seven days fighting.
    In the Ortona, San Fortunate, Liri Valley and Naviglio battles our
    Battalion sustained some 508 casualties. This latter amount is 70%
    of the two battle WW I total. It appears that we in WW II had a far
    greater chance of survival than did our fathers.

      In WW II it was basically a "clean war". Because of the fact that
    we were in so much more a war of movement our battlegrounds were us-
    ually fought over but once. In contrast, at Ypres, in the heart of
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 the area known for centuries as the 'cockpit of Europe', the 49th Bat-
 talion and countless other battalions fought, again and again, for
years, for sixteen square miles of mud and slime. If a soldier was
wounded and fell to the ground, there was a very good chance that he
would drown in the mud before he was rescued. Here at Ypres on two
memorials alone, there are inscribed the names of more than 85,000
men whose bodies could not be found to receive a proper burial. Thou-
sands of other graves are found in the many cemeteries which were
everywhere in the area. You have to see these to get even a remote
 idea of how immense the carnage was. I think we of WW II were fort-
unate to have been born when we were rather than some twenty five
years earlier.

  Our Battalion's initial contacts with the PPCLI were made in the
Ypres salient. Historians tell us that this association was always
a cordial one but I suspect that the originals, as well as some who
came a quarter century or so later, might have scoffed had they been
told that the 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment would ever
be co-named the 4th Battalion PPCLI. Nevertheless, it is a fact that
the continuing association between the two Regiments was established
by the World War I Battalion.

  In WW I, the representative figure of the Battalion seemed to be
General "Billy" Griesbach. In our Regimental History, "A City Goes To
War", the then Premier of Alberta, Mr. Manning, said he was "of heroic
size, garbed in courage, wisdom and humanity; his speech and thoughts
ever spiced with his distinctive irony and ribaldry." I believe that
in this later time our "Griesbach" might be in the person of Jim Stone.
And the Premier's remarks would equally well apply to "Big Jim". He
certainly was, and is, capable of ribaldry. He could be very humane.
He was certainly courageous. I don't know what size is heroic but he
certainly is a great deal larger than I am. I say then that in this
day our "Griesbach" is Jim Stone.

  So we have had two Battalions, separated by a quarter century in
time and in military technology. Our original Battalion established
traditions of bravery, tolerance, comradeship, leadership, laughter
in adversity, and of course some roguery. I thoroughly believe that
we upheld, perhaps even enhanced those traditions established by us.

  I would now ask that you remember our "famous men", "our fathers
that begat us", and to rise with me as we salute,

              The 49th Battalion The Loyal Edmonton Regiment

 GENTLEMEN : OUR REGIMENT

Now "posted" to the Mewburn Veterans Centre, Edmonton;
                  Andy Dahl

                     Mike Krewusik
                        Harry Jackson

In the Fortyniner #91, 1988, page 30, in the photo with Ray Pulkrabek and
'Springy' Springsteel, the Sgt shown is Art Mcllvena.
Page 30, "B" Coy, the three unknown - Paddy Sutton, Ken Buckles, Langevin.
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    This is not the 'official' picnic report, that you will find elsewhere in

 -...'.is Fortyniner. As Honorary Pres of the BC Association I do not work but I
 :;:c-.T5 the privilege of commenting on its activities. I use this privilege in
 entering the following comments.

    The BEST picnic ever! The organizing was first class, oratory was limited
!'-:c the essentials, everyone did more personal visiting than was possible in
 @:.:;-.]@ past when the formal program took up most of the time. The food was su-
 perb and we, the aged, seated at the head table, were served by more active
 rerioers who were recruited as waiters. Altogether a grand afternoon.

    Jack Childs, one of the founding picnic organizers, rendered yeoman serv-
 ::.^s with his trumpet and initiated the proceedings. General George Kifcching,
 _-- his opening remarks, told an amusing story of how he used his military
 ^@cr-nections, and especially his service with our Regiment, to defeat the
 @_:-^e ends of justice when he was apprehended after the commission of a truly
 ;:einous crime. Fortunately, we were next addressed by Padre Joe Cardy who
 5'pD'ke most eloquently of our spiritual duties in remembrance of the sacri-
 f-^es of our fallen comrades. Thus our thinking, perverted by General George's
 srcount of the rewards of sin, was led along the paths of righteousness. I
 _i--ist after the Padre's remarks, the General was truly penitent.

   The aplomb, developed no doubt at Oxford and in the diplomatic service,
 ;;:-at was evident in John Dougan's handling of the Master of Ceremonies du-
 ties/must have impressed his four daughters in attendance as it did the others
 e-f us. Perhaps the money we taxpayers subscribed to send him all over the
-@crld for thirty odd years was well spent if he impressed the foreign heathen
 ;-@-- the same way.

   Bill Remple told us of the joys of the tour of our WW II battlefields (inc-
l-jding England where mostly we fought temptation, but not too strenuously)
@y-lch he had helped organize. Bill turned our thoughts to those of our com-
rades who are buried in Sicilian, Italian, Dutch and English soil. We were
reminded of the large percentage of our war-time comrades who were missing
from this picnic parade. "Ask not for whom the bell tolls;it tolls for thee".

   I mustered on parade two members of the "Old Guard". They were inspected
=y General George who congratulated them on their smart appearance and bear-
_rg. Personally I thought the execution of the "right turn" on the command
 "iismiss" was a bit "sloppy". However, as both of the "Daves" are well into
-:heir nineties, perfect "Guards" drill should not be expected. David Barbour
=r-d David Petrie, I salute you.

   One of our former Commanding Officers, Gen Hon H.P.Bell-Irving DSO, and his
rharming wife. Nancy, broke into their annual summer holiday to be with us.
 "3udge" cherishes his association with us and, although a stalwart Seaforth,
LS proud to be a "Loyal Eddie".

   We were also happy to welcome Barney Olson from Edmonton. Our Association
is kept viable by Barney's unflagging devotion to the publication of the
Fortyniner. May he live forever as there is not a successor apparent at pre-
sent. I speak for everyone of us when I say "Thank you". Barney.

   How fortunate we are to have Saxe Point Park available as a picnic site
each year. Above all we recognize and thank a most efficient President, Sec-
retary Treasurer, and the Committee. Their hard work, organizational ability
=nd imagination gave us an afternoon we shall not soon forget.

                                                       James R. Stone
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                                   Don Gower                                 g

    At the Edmonton Banquet held in January, 1989, I was introduced as atterrfg
 ing my first Loyal Eddie function. I believe this to be a slight exaggeratii^

 since I vaguely recall having attended a picnic at Camp Harris. I must
 it was in the dim and far distant past.                                     |j@

    My service with the 49th Bn commenced away back around 1936 when I was  |JI
 a Boy Soldier in the Militia Unit. With the beginning of WW II in 1939 and ^

 a general mobilization I soon became a member of "D" Company and before
 proceeded overseas with the remainder of the Regiment on the M.S.Batory.
 you were to check on the enlistment records you will find that I was number |@
 34 on the enlistment records.  The first regimental number in the block   !jf

 assigned to our Unit was M-15501. Mine was M-15534.                        g
    I remained with the Unit, which included the expedition to Spitzbergen, g

 until March, 1942, when I was returned to Canada as a Sergeant instructor, g
     While back in Canada I was recommended for an Officers' Training Course @

 and having been successful at it, I returned to England in May, 1943, as a H
 Lieutenant. Shortly after that "Bunny" Alien, a Loyal Eddie, and myself,   ^
 among others landed at Philipville, North Africa, around July 11, 1943, on @|
 our way to the scene of the action. "Bunny" joined up with the LERs in Sicily
 I went on to the Patricias while they were camped in the vicinity of Militel||
 lo in Sicily,                                                               j
 My time with the PPCLI extended from Militello to Florence, at the north
 of Italy, at which point I left them for staff duties in Naples.           ||

    When the Canadian Corps left Italy to go to the "other front" I was by  jj
 then scheduled for rotation leave to Canada and hence left Naples for New  J
 York in late April, 1945. Our group consisted of some 60 senior NCOs going ^
 back to Canada on the same type of leave and on the boat we acted as escort ||

 to some 200 Canadians, acquired from the "Glass House", and who were now
 route to Kingston Penitentiary to serve the remainder of their sentence. Eadtj
 of them had been sentenced to five years or more.                           |

    It was an interesting trip. It covered some 25 days in a Liberty ship
 during the voyage the end of the European war. May 8, 1945, occurred and we j
 were at the time somewhere in the middle of the south Atlantic.             JJ

    Following the war and since I had been with the Patricias for a period
 time during the Mediterranean Frolic, t tended to be associated with the    |
 PPCLI Association here in Edmonton as a second generation Pat. My father    |
 had been an original Patricia in World War I having gone overseas with them |
 in 1914. Attending any of their functions with my father was most enjoyable.!
 However, when the PPCLI left Hamilton Gault Barracks for their move to the  |
 Currie Barracks in Calgary, I tended to lose touch with their Association   |
 since there were very few of us 'Pats' in the Edmonton area.                |

    Having been contacted by a member of the LER Association when my picture |
 appeared in one of the local papers, I joined your Association. Here, too, l|
 have a tradition of sorts to follow. An uncle of mine, Sgt Patrick J.Ford,  J

 who had served in the Boer War, was also an original 49er.                  |
    The recent Banquet I enjoyed very much - in fact it was almost unbeliev- j

 able that of the original members of my section in #17 Platoon, D Company,  |
 four of us; Bill Remple, Sam Lenko, Mike Antonio and myself were there. I   I
 don't believe I had seen Bill or Sam since March, 1942. Mike Antonio was a  |
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 crfrerent story. He had somehow learned that I was in the Grande Prairie area
 ::r the spring of 1954. One evening I answered a knock on my hotel room door
 -:,= find Mike standing there with a case of beer under each arm. He had treck-
 11.22 in from Hythe for the visit, and a visit it was. Now I look forward to the
 :aexfc reunion dinner and it's something that all Association members should
 -.ry and do - attend. In the meantime I took time to go on the Parade of Mem-

I .3ries this past early summer and enjoyed very much that journey into the past.

                      ABOUT  WAR - MIXED FEELINGS
                                        by

                             Douglas Stinson - Editor
            (An editorial from the Camrose Canadian, August 30, 1989)

    September 1 marks the 50th Anniversary of the beginning of the Second
 oorld War. Now is the time to reflect on how the war has changed our lives.
 :^'s left me with mixed feelings. Unlike those brave young men who fought in
 foreign lands for Canada, my generation hasn't had to think about the chance
 :f dying in war. But we have accepted, for the most part, that we may die un-
 5er a mushroom cloud, without nobility or honor of any kind.

    With this possible fate looming, it's tempting to say the past two major
 @2-L-s represented a simpler and more innocent time. But this isn't just pa-
 tronizing, it's a crock.

    What's innocent about 8.5 million deaths between 1914 and 1918 or simple
 ;.bout 50 million military and civilian deaths between 1939 and 1945.

    But in spite of these figures, we're fascinated by the stories of sol-
 diers, airmen and sailors putting aside their personal concerns to ensure a
 better life for future generations. Although it may not currently be fash-
 ionable, we still envy veterans who had the opportunity to fight the good
 fight against a totalitarian dictator.

    Unfortunately, one of the strangest ironies of war is: How can you express
 s-uch respect to war veterans when you've never been in combat?

    Two decades ago, my generation was generally seen as not only anti-war,
 ~3o.t also against veterans. We had good reasons for pacifism then with the
 Vietnam war and the nuclear arms race, but even in these hectic times, vet-
 erans were rarely the brunt of criticism.

    This irony intensified because our generation was often seen as cowards.
 Without having opened our mouths and without an opportunity to prove the
 contrary, it didn't take long hair and blue jeans to be put in that category.

    As baby boomers we enjoyed what we believe were rare insights into war.
 'fi'e knew that war has rarely solved anything. We knew the spoils of war go to
 the powerful and not the common people and, we knew many veterans were ruin-
 ed and haunted by the fighting forever.

    But perhaps the deepest irony was the simplest. Although we knew these
 apparently simple truths, there still wasn't much difference between them and
 us. If we had been put in their situation, we'd have been on that boat to
 Europe and taken our chances too.

    Life has changed drastically, but human nature hasn't. Everybody would
 have their own reasons for going, but, depressing as it may seem to many
 people, most of us would go.

    They fought a noble fight with valor and they fought for
    a better world. Forces beyond their control have made the
    present world a very scary place, but, thanks all the same.





Edmonton Banquet  -  Jan 1989

Top Flow - Mike Antonio/Gus Campbell

             John MacLean/Charlie Whelan

2nd Row - Jack McCullough/Ed Johnson

               Stan Chettleborough
3rd Row - Bill Parry/Herman Erickson

                  Charlie Swan
Left - Dave Gaulter/Marshall Baydala
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    Since the summer of 1988 our unit has gone through a number of personnel

 changes in key positions. The Commanding Officer, Honorary Lieutenant Col-

 onel and RSSO(Regular Support Staff Officer) positions have all been passed

 fco incumbents.

 The usual training cycle was followed with the main item of change being

 the Commanding Officer's decision to cancel our annual "Northern Sovereignty"

 exercise. This winter exercise is normally conducted during the period Dec-

 ember 26 to 31. With this exercise not being held, for the first time in four

 years our troops were able to spend the Christmas break at home. Planning for

 the 1989 Christmas period is well underway, however, and the selected desti-

 nation is Sachs Harbour, Banks Island, NWT. This site is north of the Arctic

 Circle, near the Beaufort Sea. Orders for 24 hours of darkness are expected

 to be in effect during the exercise, this should keep the "enemy" guessing

 as to our intentions.

    Beginning in September, 1988, the unit's assigned regular force officer,

 Captain Charlie McNight, was moved to England to work with the Canadian Forces

 Engineering Test Establishment and he would be evaluating new Army "gear".

 Captain Eric Thorson, a prairie boy from Regina, Saskatchewan, was parachuted

 in from the Canadian Airborne Regiment and is now settled in as our unit's

 newest RSSO.
    After a long and thoughtful search, the unit's Honorary Lieut Colonel, Ed-

 gar Boyd, was retired from active duty in November, 1988. Accepting the ap-

 pointment in Ed Boyd's place is Bob Chapman, a born and bred Edmontonian.

 The after three years as Commanding Officer, Lieut Colonel Dave Nielsen hand-

 ed over command of our unit to LCol Glenn R.Jones. This change took effect in

 March, 1989.

    During the period September 7 to December 14, 1988, the unit conducted a

 Basic Trades Training course and a number of young Canadians got their chance

 to learn the skills of an Infanteer. The annual "Shoot-to-Live" exercise was

 conducted by the unit at Camp Wainwright in late September, 1988. The follow-

 ing weekend "A" Company practised DZ(Drop Zone) drills and patrol battle pro-

 cedures at DZ Buxfcon in preparation for the annual "Burma Rig" Exercise.

    The unit's operationally tasked platoon, #1 Platoon, "A" Company, and

 members of The Royal Westminster Regiment's airborne platoon were evaluated

 during the course of Exercise Burma Rig. A platoon of airborne infantry from

 2 Commando, Canadian Airborne Regiment, Petawawa, Ontario, were flown into

 Camp Wainwr-ight to work with their Militia counterparts. Captain Mike Mourn-

 eault, currently DCO, 2 Commando, and previously our unit's RSSO from 1982-84,

 acted as exercise director. Mike commented that the "Eddies" that were there

 for the exercise proved themselves well - but we need more of them.

    A weekend in November saw the unit back in Camp Wainwright for our annual

 support weapons exercise. During this weekend our soldiers threw the annual

 allotment of grenades and fired anti-tank rockets as well as heavy machine

 guns. On December 17, 1988, the Northern Alberta Militia District Christmas

 Parade was conducted. The unit's soldiers enjoyed their turkey dinner served

 by the Officers and it was washed down with a few bottles of Alberta brew.

    The Regiment enjoyed a weekend of downhill and cross-country skiing, ice

 fishing and a hike through the scenic Maligne Canyon, near Jasper, in Jan-

 uary,  1989. February and March saw the addition of eight Loyal Eddies to the
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ranks of 3 PPCLI in support of exercise "Caltrop Force" in California. In   |
total there were 5,000 troops from Canada, United States, Great Britain and |
Australia brought together for an 18 day joint exercise on two California   \l
Military Bases and designed to test how well they can fight as a single unifci
in wartime. Corporal J.D.Weingardt, a Loyal Eddie Infanteer, provides an    |j
article of his experience with 3 PPCLI on this exercise elsewhere in this
Fortyniner.

   In February, RSM Wayne Johnston drilled the unit a number of times in pre-l
paration for the expected' change-in-command parade. Just days prior to the  J
event, the Kapyong Armoury became a temporary storage site for material from |
#7 C.F.S.D.(Supply Depot). The result - cancellation of the parade. The inessJ
dinner in honor of the outgoing Coinmanding Officer, LCol Dave Nielsen, was  @
an exciting affair however. A particular highlight of the evening was the   J
circuitous route by which LCol Nielsen attained his City of Edmonton cane.  j
The tradition of giving a cane to the outgoing CO was resurrected after hav-|

ing missed the last few unit COs.                                           j
   Honorary LCol Ed Boyd was also presented with a fine piece of furniture  j

from the unit in appreciation of his efforts in support of the Regiment overj
the past five years.                                                        J

   Later, in March of '89, an RSM's luncheon was held at the Sergeants' Messj
where H/LCol Boyd and LCol Nielsen were presented with gifts of appreciationj
from the Senior NCOs of the Regiment.                                       JJ

   On June 10, 1989, the Regiment exercised the "Freedom of the City" of    |
Edmonton wwith a parade downtown. The parade was in honor of the 75th Anniv-J
ersary of the PPCLI. The PPCLI Battle School from Wainwright received the   J
 "Freedom of the City" from acting Mayor Campbell. The City Police Pipe Band J
and the Regimental Band of the PPCLI provided the marching music for the twoj
marching guards. A colour party from The Loyal Edmonton Regiment(4 PPCLI)   |
added  to the spectacle and from all accounts of the occasion all went well.|

   When not practising drill for the various parades scheduled in the springj
of 1989, the soldiers  in the unit honed their skills in preparation for thej

annual  concentration (MILCON 89) at Camp Wainwright during the period July J
 thru 8. The Regiment dispatched two platoons this year in addition to support
 staff who prepared and ran three live fire stands. The primary venue for   j
MILCON 89 centred on the defensive phase of war. Battle trenches were pre- J
 pared and night patrols were carried out in "No-Mans" land. Enemy force for J

 the exercise were flown in from the Alaska National Guard and, in addition, J
 a number of Light Infantry sections from the British Forces that are presenfcj
 year round at Camp Wainwright.                                              J

    Three stands under the direction of LCol Glen Jones provided the infant- |
 eers a break from life in the trench. Their skills were exercised at a sec- j
 tion live fire range, live fire night ambush and on a grenade assault courseJ

    Many soldiers voiced the opinion later, that moving over the ground with j
 a live grenade in your hand and a spare in the grenade pouch provided the  J

 most excitement and the most realistic training they had ever encountered,  j
 Alternately, laying on the wet ground on a rainy night while on an ambush  fc
 patrol was not all that much fun.                                          j

                                                         R. Weizenbach        I

                                                            Captain & Adjutant J
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                              Cpl J. D. Weingardt
                               L Edmn R(4 PPCLI)

    February and March of this year saw the addition of several Prairie and
 Pacific Area Militia soldiers to the ranks of the 3rd Bn, PPCLI, Victoria,
 for an upcoming exercise "Caltrop Force" being held in California, U.S.A.

    Our Prairie area was represented by 8 LEdmnRs, 2 LSSRs, 2 Camerons and a
 rember from the Royal Winnipeg Rifles. Most of February was spent stationed
 et Work Point Barracks, Victoria, the home of 3 PPCLI. The time was used to
 -getting adjusted to the battalion's procedures and on occasion enjoying the
 city of Victoria. All of the prairie troops were assigned to "Charlie" Com-
 pany and were split up evenly between 8 and 10 Platoons.

    The usual problems of issuing stores and personal administration went
 f airly^smoothly, and, to get geared up for the March exercise, all personnel
 participated in rigorous battalion physical training. Much of the physical
 graining consisted of five mile runs and rucksack marches of various lengths.
 _ne physical training routine paid off well later in the hills of California.

    February passed quickly and during the first week of March 3 PPCLI de-
 ployed to Fort Ord, California, located just outside Monterey. Fort Ord is a
 :iuge military establishment. It's home to about 30,000 people, including the
 U.S. 7th Light Infantry Division.

    The barracks provided for the Canadians at the base were newly renovated
 =nd quite comfortable. It was just up the road from the base Burger King as
 -.'ell. With troops surrounding us from the U.S., Britain and Australia, a
 fair amount of our kit was swapped over a period of time.

    However, it was not long before C Company was in the field. Firstly, it
 held a company sized exercise in the hills surrounding Fort Ord. This in-
 cluded one very valuable day at the FIBUA (Fighting in Built Up Areas) train-
 -_ng centre known as Impossible City. This is the worlds second largest urban
 -@-arfare model and it consists of several concrete, multi-storey buildings,
 complete with mouseholes, furniture, destroyed vehicles, street signs and
 even a cramped sewer system that the company utilized. Along with the U.S.
 Army's MILES "laser toy" gear, the city gave us a valuable and exciting'day,

 ";o doubt the highlight of all our training.
    The day after that exercise had ended, C Company found itself in Fort

 H-unter Ligget, about 150 miles south of Fort Ord. Here we were on a 4 day
 battalion exercise. It wasn't long before one thing became obvious to us,
 3here are a lot of hills in California. They are steep, they are numerous
 and there is virtually no flat ground to be found in this area. It is a very
 strange environment for a prairie soldier and an impossible environment for
 ;he physically unfit to work in. Fortunately 3 PPCLI was in shape and the
 Canadian Battalion astounded some of the other nationalities participating
 t-ith their mountain goat like performance on various terrain features in Fort
Hunter Liggett.

   After the battalion exercise and a day's training with Blackhawks, the
new American troop carrying helicopters, the main exercise began. "Caltrop"
Force was an international brigade exercise using four- battalions of infarn--
-;ry. From Canada - 3 PPCLI; from the U.K. - 1 PARA; from Australia - 6 RAP;
from the U.S. - one of the 7th Division Battalions. The 13 day exercise was
a disappointing way to cover all phases of the war. C Company only made con-
tact twice in 13 days, mainly because the enemy, provided by the U.S. could
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not find us.
   After Caltrop Force, there was an international closing ceremony, then a

BBQ. Following that 3 PPCLI returned to the base in Victoria.
   Although Caltrop Force had been originally designed to see if different

nationalities could work together, it also demonstrated that Militia and the
Regular Force can work effectively side by side.

                            **********

                   The Loyal Edmonton Regiment (4 PPCLI)
     A listing of key positions and incumbents as of May 31, 1989.

Bn HQ:
CO  - LCol G. R. Jones
Deputy CO  -  Nil
Adjutant  -  Capt R. N. Weizenbach
R S M -  CWO R. W. Johnston
Chief Clerk  -  Sgt S. A. Beauregard

     "A" Company:
OC  -  Major H. A. Conway
2 i/c  -  Nil
C S M  -  MWO F.B.T.Read

     HQ Company

Comd #1 Pin-Lt C.J.Chodan
    #2 Pin-2 Lt K.Weidlich
    #3 Pin-Lt P.J.Bury

                OC  - Major J. C. Matthews
               Director of Music  -  Lt R.C.Bonneau
                Paymaster  -  2 Lt S.J.Cowan
                Recruiting  -  2 Lt D.V.Ford
                C S M  - MWO C.D.Milley

                        KIT     SHOP
         Regimental Ascot Tie                  $10.00
         Regimental Tie                         10.00
         Regtl Buckle & Belt                    10.00
         Regtl Colours - Print                   6.00
         Blazer Crest - Gold                    15.00
         Jacket Crest - Cloth                    3.00
          "A City Goes To War"                   15.00
         Regtl Plaque - square                  29.00
         Regtl Plaque - shield                  33.00
         Regtl T-Shirt - smi, med, Ige, x/lge    7.00
         Regimental Ring                       100.00
          Silver Lapel Pin                       25.00
          Key Ring                               4.00

Mail your order to:  The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Kit Shop,
                      Cdn Forces Base - Edmonton
                      Box 10500
                      Edmonton, AB
                      T5J 4J5



PARADE of MEMORIES
       Ralph Craven

   Early in 1988 our BC Association attempted to promote enough interest
aaong our members for a tour of Britain, Sicily, Italy and the Netherlands.
This was for another look at areas we walked and rode over some 4$ years ago.
Information was sent out to all our members and encouraging responses were
received. However, because of the continued rising costs projected by the
touring company, the first proposal had to be abandoned. In the latter part
of 1988 Bill Remple and his West Coast crew made contact with Morgan Tours
of Ottawa and the tour was redesigned and all of our members were notified.
There was a disappointing response so it was decided to open the tour to other
isembers of army units involved in the Italian campaign - and the tour was on,

   Tour members came from all parts of the country but on May 25, 1989, we
aet at the Pearson Airport, Toronto, for the real beginning of the trip.

   When starting off on a project of this kind it is quite natural that your
thoughts will go back to the things you did and saw about 45 years previous.
the poverty and devastation in Sicily and southern Italy, the twisting moun-
tain roads and donkey trails we travelled over for so many miles, the broken
down and partially destroyed buildings and piles of rubble that were part of
the normal landscape. You think and remember about these things very vividly,
act then you have to recall that you are two or three times older now than
you. were then, property development i-s going to occur even in these slow mov-
ing areas - and things are going to change. Believe me - they did. For myself
I accepted the fact that many areas would bring back memories, but that most
of them would not be recognizable from the ground* It is a fact that develop-
iBent has changed the appearance of the countryside. Previous action stations
can only be approximated in certain general areas. You may not recognize the
a.etual spot but - the memories will be there.

   We left Toronto via Air Alitalia for Rome on May 25th and we reached our
destination on the morning of the 26-bh, roughly about eight hours ahead of
oor mountain time. We bedded down in the Jolly Hotel, Rome, had some sleep
and the rest of the day was spent out on our own doing some sight-seeing.
C". May 2?th it was back to Air Alitalia and off to Catania in Sicily. Here
@?g met our motor coach and driver and we were off to Acireale and the Hotel
Santa Tecia Palace overlooking the Mediterranean Sea - a beautiful spot.
Later we boarded the tour bus and began a trip to the southern portion of
Sicily* We reached Pachino which - I am sure - is twice the size it was way
Sack then. Our bus tried to navigate the narrow crooked streets and lanes
ssd also attempted to reach the beach area where we landed soaking wet those
4.5 years ago. It was impossible to get down to the beach so I never did see
@:*hat stretch of wet sand again. The very small grape vine I had hidden be-
smd was no longer there, it's all new buildings now. No - I couldn't see
@she spot - but the memory was certainly there.

   Back on the bus and we headed in a northerly direction for Piazza Armer^/-@
isa. and Agira. These are places which must stir many memories as th@y^nt?re
the locations of our first serious action_,_LeQnfo rte-ocmuse^-acrouhd the
I9th of July and Agira on the 2?th. unfortunately this time we had to bypass
Leonforte because of the shortage of time, we went on to Agira. Here was a
dace I remember so well. The small hill where we had our slit trenches was
'still there, but the hole I dug is now covered by a building. The main
s-treet in Agira looks smaller and more crooked, perhaps it was so because
ice were comfortably sitting in our bus and not on foot,
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I couldn't see the barber shop where Lieut Bob Kellaway and I had a shave
from a very frightened Italian barber with a very shaky hand and who was
using a straight razor. Bullets were flying up and down main street at the
time. No - it's much safer now. The town has grown a long way down the hill
and the olive trees we used as cover on our approach are gone - but - the

memory lingers on.
   We held a memorial service at the Canadian War Cemetery, Agira, and flow-

ers were laid at the Ceremony of Remembrance. The cemetery occupies a small
hill just north east of the town and it is in fairly good condition. I be-
lieve it must be very difficult to maintain it because of the poor soil and
apparent lack of water. Even at that its overall appearance was markedly
better than other developments in the surrounding countryside. It was back
to our bus and a return to our hotel.

   If I remember correctly we walked over Sicily from south to north in
about 26 days, passing through small towns and villages and then around the
base of Mount Etna over very rough trails and roads. We couldn't travel that
part of the country on this occasion - but - I remember it well.

   On Monday May 29th, we loaded up our bus and headed for Italy. We travel-
led up the east coast of Sicily to Messina and there we boarded a ferry to
take us to Reggio Calabria. It's very different this time, both towns have
doubled in size. We were on a comfortable ferry this time and not on a land-|
ing craft - but - the memories were there. Remember the beach where we climb-
ed aboard our craft and headed for the beaches just south of the town of Reg-
gio Calabria and thinking of the reception we might get on our arrival. The ^
naval gun emplacements overlooking the Straits of Messina have long gone, re-
placed by everyday living - a vast improvement. No time to get off the bus |
and look around so we began a 400 kilometer ride to Naples.                |

    Thirty two comparative strangers confined to a touring bus for long per- |
iods of time could be a deadly combination but with our crew it was just thes
opposite. We had a public address system on the bus and our tour director, |

Don Morgan, would give us daily bulletins on the proposed activities for tha|
day. Then he would invite any one of us to take the mike and recount stories!
and anecdotes of our part in the overall picture. When approaching any part-J

icular action zone Bill Remple would give us a broad account of the various|
regimental movements in the area. Other people, including myself, would tel3|
of any actions in which we were personally involved. Some of the stories   J
were funny and some were serious and hair raising and made you wonder why s|
many of us are still around. But all of them provided excellent entertainme^
for the long hours enclosed in a bus.                                      |

   We finally reached Naples and there we bedded in the Hotel Royal for a  |
two day holiday period.                                                    |

    On May 30th we went to Pompeii with an archeologist lecturer guide and  |
 sptsrA the morning viewing the marvels of 2000 year old history. No - my meiaj
 ory doesn't, gn back that far, but the visit was well worth the time spent. |
We then had another bus tour during the afternoon through Salerno, Amalfi  |
 and Sorrento. An enjoyable trip along the coast and the Tyrrhenian Sea in  |
 the background. Then back to our hotel for the night.                      |j|

    The next day we went to the Isle of Capri by hydrofoil and wandered aboiril
 the old town which we had reached by cable car from the harbour. It was en-J
 joyable but there were no memories here.                                   ||
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     On June 1st we headed north toward Pontecorvo and the Hitler Line(Casino)
  and on the way passed through Avellino, Benevento and Campobasso. all names
  which will bring back memories to some. Later that day we set up our 'canvas
  and cookhouse' at the Forum Palace Hotel, located right at the base of Monte
  3asino.

     I remember that we of Don Company were in an area a few kilometers south-
 west of the town. We could see the abbey on top of the mountain being con-
  stantly shelled by heavy artillery. The town at the base of the hill was a
  complete shambles. What a vast difference today. There is an occasional pile
  3f rubble perhaps left as a memorial or a reminder. The balance is completely
  rebuilt and is, I believe, about twice as large as it was before. We went up
 ^o the abbey, there is no longer any evidence that it had once been destroyed.
 it has been restored to its original style and looks a real masterpiece. It
 is almost unbelievable that so much construction could be done in a little
  over 40 years. We went on to the Casino War Cemetery and again had a very
 impressive memorial service led by our Padre Ernie McQuarrie.

    The next day, Friday June 2nd, we moved to the Hotel Esplanade at Pescara,
 just north of Ortona. In the morning there was a bus tour through Pontecorvo
 and Frosinone. Then it was off to Ortona, a town of many memories.

    Remember the big square just after entering the town, it was completely
 severed by enemy fire? It is still there but now it is paved and tiled and
 has some grand palm trees growing there. The church with its dome and south
 walls flattened to the ground and the rest of the building occupied by the
 Jennan paratroopers? It's still in the same spot and has been completely
 rebuilt. Remember the street right alongside the church where some of us
 nad our Christmas dinner in 1943? You wouldn't recognize it now. Right out-
 side the church doors a very graphic memorial has been erected in memory of
 the many civilians who lived and suffered in Ortona during that very rough
 period. There are still many buildings left showing bullet holes and shell
 scars covering their surface, but they have been reconditioned on the in-
 side and occupied. We had lunch on the hill overlooking the Adriatic. I
 firmly believe it was the approximate site of our company cook and quarter-
 aaster truck. Sgt Freeman Lewis must have stood very close to this spot
 painting a picture of the collapsed church dome and the sea below because
 Z have this painting hanging in ray home right now, and it looks exactly like
 this.

    I had occasion to meet with an old friend in Ortona back in January, 1944.
 ?e was a member of an artillery regiment in support of us from just south
 sf the town. I hadn't seen him for some time, over three years, so we had a
 good visit and quaffed some of the local vino. Then Jimmy King went back to
 "Is gun site and was killed by a German shell that same night. Yes - Ortona
 is very full of memories. Although things are now quiet and the town has
 s^own so much, just being there brought everything back once again.

    We then went along to the Moro River Canadian War Cemetery, this 3-3 the
 final resting place of so many of our old comrades. It's a beautiful-y kept
 site and is in first class condition. I found ny brother-in-law's g^ve,
 Sgt John Page, and took a number of photographs for the family. Ag@.n we
 ::.ad a memorial service and flowers were laid at the cenotaph site. I will  ,
 sot forget this part of the trip.

    The next day, June 3rd, we moved again via our motor coach to tavenna
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 and to the Hotel Trieste. On route to Ravenna we visited at four other Can-  i
 adian War Cemeteries, held a service and laid remembrance flowers at the     i
 cenotaph of each site. They were located at Montecchio, Gradara, Coriano     j
 Ridge and at Ravenna. Apart from the very serious and emotional aspects of   |
 visiting these cemeteries we found a great deal of satisfaction in discover- j
 ing that all of these sites are very well maintained by the local people. All |
 the lawns are well cut, the flowers, hedges and trees are kept well trimmed |
 and in excellent condition. That evening we had a remembrance dinner for    J

 fallen comrades at the Hotel Trieste.                                       I
    The next stage of our journey could be termed a relaxing holiday trip. Ex-|

 cept for a visit to Florence, which was familiar, we were not involved in   |
 any action during the war in any of the places seen in the north of Italy.  |

 It was a pleasant time though and every minute of it was enjoyed.           |
    On June 5th we moved along on our bus to the Hotel West Garda at Lake Gar-4

 da, some 100 kilometers west of Venice. It is a beautiful vacation area but J
 quite expensive. We stayed there for two days. From Garda we went on a coach |
 trip to Verona and viewed the 2000 year old coliseum where the Christians   (I
 used to be fed to the lions. It is now used as an open air theatre and stag- I
 ing for a new play was under way at the time. We also saw Juliet's balcony  j

 which was made famous by Shakespeare's play Romeo and Juliet. Charlie and   ft
 Mary Swan went up on the balcony and put on an act that resulted in a lot of |

 good photos. After a long day we returned by our bus to a reception and din-|
 ner at the Hotel West Garda.                                                j

    Tuesday, June 6th, we headed east and spent the day in Venice, a city of |
 pigeons, people and putrid water. We did some sightseeing on San Marco Square
 and on the Rialto Bridge. We lunched at the Hotel Splendid Suisse. In the   |
 afternoon we loaded up five gondolas and with a musician and his squeeze box|
 plus an Italian tenor we took a trip on the waterway. Venice itself is a    |
 very photogenic place, altogether it was a grand experience and memories of |
 the war years were temporarily left behind,                                 jj

    We moved to the Hotel Michelangelo in Florence on the next day and after J
 settling in we spent some time with a guide on a walking tour of some of the |
 famous spots in the city. After the guided tour we went on our own doing    |
 some sightseeing and shopping. We finished off the day at the Ristoranti    J
 Giannino in San Lorenzo. Our unit was in Florence for only a very short time |
 during the war but I remember staying very close to the River Arno and the  |
 old historic bridge which was not destroyed. I rescued a typewriter here and|

 gave it to Mac, our company clerk. The only thing wrong with it was that    |!
 some of the vowels were in the wrong place. As a result some of our company j!
 orders were rather hard to understand,                                       g

    On Wednesday morning we visited the Galleria Uffisi, one of the world's  ^
 gresrt-^st art galleries. Then it was back to the bus and an afternoon visit  '@i
 to Pis1),* That was a sight to seel Apparently the Leaning Tower was intended ig
 to be a@, upright structure when it was begun in 1174. When about one third   S
  of it wa^ finished it began to lean and thus work stopped for 90 years. No  p
  further iWeaiant took place so they decided to finish at the same angle as  |@
  the base ^id it was, completed around 1350. It was just a place well worth a JJ
  visit - bu: no memories there.                                              ||

     Our Ital.an visit is now drawing to a close as we board our bus on Thurs-|J
  day, June 8t;i, on our way to Rome* On the way there we stopped at Pontas-   |
  sieve vi siting the Ruffino Wine Cellars there. We watched modern machinery  |
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  ar-spare our wines. Remember the girls with bare feet stomping around a huge
  @me:-- squeezing out the juices between their bare toes? They no longer use
  @zls method so our wine has lost something it will never have again!

     Rome and the Hotel Metropole. We spent two days there visiting and sight
  seeing. On June 10th we went back to the airways for our flight to Heathrow
  S^land. When we arrived in England we met another driver complete with his'

j i]ic-:,or coach and we were then taken to the Rose and Crown, Tonbridge a few
| niL'-es east of Oxfced, Surrey.
j   On Sunday, June 11, we held joint Ceremonies of Remembrance at the Brook-

 wed Military Cemetery with the Oxted as well as several other branches'of
| -@:.e Royal British Legion. There are a number of Canadians, WW I and II, bur-
| .ad at this cemetery so it was quite appropriate that our delegation was in-
j -'@---.ed to join the parade and become a part of the official ceremony. Some of

 @-:.s officials dress from the British Legions consisted of a black business
 acifc, medals, a bowler hat and a furled umbrella. All were completely regim-
 @ac.t.ed and in perfect timing as though on parade. The members of the parade
 :,rcluding ourselves, were inspected by Lord and Lady Auckland and altogether
 :;.i iras a very impressive ceremony. We returned to the Oxted Branch Legion
 @6s_l where we were treated to an evening meal. Following the meal, I. on be-
 aalf of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment and the 49th Battalion L.E.R.Association,
 absented to the Legion a framed picture of our Regimental Colours, two ,
 x-=.ques, one of our Regimental crest and the other a message honoring the
 icsasion. These items were accepted by the branch chairman and were very well
 received. We can fully expect that they will be displayed in a prominent
 zis-ce in the Oxted Legion Hall.

    The next day we went by bus to the south coast of England and had a cmick
 r-Lsit to Brighton, Shoreham and Eastbourne. These visits brought back many '
 aneaories of barbed wire and land mines along the beaches, and our coast de-
 f=nce consisting of fake anti aircraft guns made out of telephone poles
 supported by sandbags and also the reported availability of ammunition at
 :^e rate of one round per rifle I I believe 1st Cdn Div had oractically all
 :f the .303 ammunition, which, if spread around all the units in the British
 Isles at the time would have amounted to that one round per rifle.

    There are people on the south beaches now, there's even a nudist colony
 zz Shoreham. Unfortunately there was nobody there - too windy and too chilly
 @iiii&s what was said.                                                             -

    Eventually it was back to our hotel, the Rose and Crown, where we acted
 s-s hosts to members of the Oxfced Branch of the Legion. We had a good meal
 ad an opportunity for some good fellowship. The Legion returned the coipp-
 @unent of mementos by presenting us with a British Legion plaque and a com-
 aemorative wan hanging with a Poppy motif. We had a very pleasant evening
 sad by midnight everything had returned to normal.

   The final day of our overseas visit was spent in London with an opportun-
 ity to see some of the "sights". We visited Churchill's War Cabinet Rooms
wich have been maintained in detail under one of the many government build-
ings. At one time during our visit there the air raid warning sounded fol-
lowed by the thump of guns, then bombs falling in the area. It finished off
@dth the welcome sound of the all clear. It had quite a realistic effect and
@st certainly brought back many memories to all of us who had been there
airing the war years. In the afternoon we wandered around the old streets
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 on our own and then later met at the Strand Palace Hotel for our dinner. The|
 evening was finished off with a visit to one of the famous London theatres|
 where we were able to watch the musical comedy "Me And My Girl". It was ex-|
 cellent entertainment for us and provided a great finish to a tiring butj
 very enjoyable holiday.|

   June 14th, Wednesday, was travel day for me. A bus to go from London toj
 Heathrow Airport, aircraft Heathrow to Toronto, aircraft Toronto to Edmontorijj
 When I got back to Edmonton it was a big family hello and a car ride home.jj
 From 6;30 AM to 10 PM on the move - boy oh boyj - it was sure good to beJJ
 back home again.l|

   I would very much like to thank Bill Remple and the BG Association for|
 having spent so much time in making all the necessary promotions for theJ
 "Parade of Memories" tour. My thanks also to Don Morgan and his company forIJ

 an engineering job that allowed all our movements to flow smoothly and ong
 time. The hotels we stayed at were very good indeed, our buses were all thejj
 best, and the "pasta" and "peroni" will be remembered for a long time tojj

 come. The tour was aptly named and as long as one can accept the fact thatg
 after 4$ years people and places will change, then a great deal of satis-j
 faction can be gained by seeing - and - remembering.jg

   Listing those who travelled on the tours|
      Bill & Phyllis Remple, Victoria, BC (Phyllis was also a member of

                              British WRNS during W II)|
      Dave Petrie & granddaughter, Sheila, Sidney BCjg
      Alee & Mary Kohuch, Nanaimo, BCIj

      Angus & Gladys McCrinanon, Priddis, AB|
      Charles & Mary Swan, Innisfail, AB|
      Don & Margaret Gower, Edmonton, AB. (Don was originally D Coy, LER,g

                                    and later PPCLI)|

      Les Duncan, Penticton, BCJ
      Steve Kmiech, Ednionton, AB|
      Sam Lenko, Sangudo, AB|
      Ralph Craven, Edmonton, ABj

   Others on the trip but not from our Regiment;g
      Rev Ernest McQuarrie and wife Grace, our Padre, Carleton & YorksJ
      Harold & Peggy Bain, Surrey, BC PPCLI|
      William & Harriet Ironside, Malton, Ont. #3 British Commandosj
       Bill Gillespie, Ghilliwack, BC Seaforthsj
      Doug Stockwell, St.Catherines, Ont 4th Anti Tank RegimentJ
       Reg Murphy, Wolfville, NS R.G.R.sj
       Don McLachlan, Ottawa, Ont. Hasty Psj
       Don & Ki Morgan, tour director, Ottawa, Royal Gdn Dragoonsj
       Thais Holmes, Ottawa, a driver for St John's Ambulance and also theJ

                         Red Cross Society in Francej
       Mary Chenhall, Agincourt, Phyllis Holmes, Ottawa, and Dr Bliss Pugsle|

                         of Ottawa and a sister of our Padre|

*******************
THIS 'N TH^'T - It is noted from the June, 1989, issue of the LEGION magazine

  that Ramsay and Mrs.Monaghan, Morden, Man., have both received Life Membes
  ships in the Legion. Ramsay is a member of our Association.
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                                  Italy - 1944
                                       by

                                 Shierlaw Burry

    This short article has to do with events concerning Major Ted Day and
 ^der his command a gallant little band of 49ers, more precisely some mem-
 bers of "C" Company, who, under cover of darkness went about a mile and a
 :alf beyond the then Canadian front line. They set up a post immediately in
 front of the German line.

    The story of Horatius at the bridge has survived for two thousand years,
 :.^t for sheer daring and courage this particular event fully matched that
 long ago occasion.

    My knowledge of this bit of daring was real and it did not come to me
 "second hand".

    There are those of you who will recall that the Loyal Eddies had driven
 -Ae Germans out of Ortona, Italy, on December 31, 1943, after a bitter and
 lengthy and costly battle. The enemy had withdrawn part way to the city of
 .-escara up the Adriatic coast. Here they set up their winter line. At the
 @ricie I had set up my "Armourer's Post" in the Electrical Works building in
 :rtona and it was across the lane from the Macaroni factory.

    One morning in early January Major Day's vehicle driver approached me
 @ifch a message from the Major. He required my services at once! Be equipped
 -;o check out a few Bren guns, Thompson sub machine guns, rifles and a
 couple of mortars. My driver will pilot you in. You will follow my drivers
 instructions very carefully.

    So I gathered up a few spare parts which might be needed, also a band-
 olier of ammunition, my rifle, and away we went.

   We drove up the main road north for a mile or so, then turned right on a
 ?ood road, signs along the way said "The Easy Route". The road was well
 shielded from all view with trees along the road side. Other signs said "Go
 Easy"; there was a sign pointing to a cemetery, "Dust will put you here"
 it said.

   Soon the driver brought his vehicle to a stop. He then parked it keeping
 :i; hidden as well as possible. From here on we would be proceeding by foot
 *e came to a barbed wire barricade and from this point on we would be under
aaemy observation. So we crawled along the roadside ditch for a distance
-soon came to a stream bed which was at the time dry and which carried on
 :cder the road. This was to be our route.

   The driver said to me, "Put one up the spout of your rifle, then we'll
=rawl along with our heads down and belly in the dirt. Don't forget how to
:et your gun safety off quickly. We have about a mile to crawl".

   Having crawled a distance of about a quarter of a mile I decided to take
= quick peek and so put my head up. I got a cussing from the driver. We
crawled on for what seemed to me to be a very long distance. Finally the
driver said to me, "To our left you can take a quick and very careful look."
S@ut fifty yards away from us there were two tanks, one was a German and
ihe other was one of ours. Their cannons were dropped, pointing at each
:xher. Presumably they had both fired at the same time and had "killed"
each other, then they had burned up.

   After some more crawling the creek bed started to descend a bit toward a
ravine and what turned out to be a river bed. So now we left the creek bed
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and headed towards slightly higher ground. There was plenty of low growth   |
around so we were protected from being seen as long as we kept down low.    |
Some 300 or so yards on we finally reached our objective. Major Day and his i
little band. They were as pleased to see us as we were them.                |

   Being so close to the enemy nobody spoke any louder than with a whisper, j
and they didn't have to warn me about being as quiet as possible when I went
about checking out all their weapons. Some of the weapons were by this time
in not very good condition so the men were indeed pleased to have me there.
They had done some "digging in", had filled the few sand bags that were av-
ailable to them and did not wander very far from their guns.

   My opinion wasn't asked for but inside of me I was quite concerned as to
how safe their position was. I suggested to Major Day that perhaps I should
remain there overnight in which case I could make certain that all weapons
were in good shape. Around about four o'clock in the afternoon the Major
said to me, "You better leave now. The area that you came in on has not as
yet been mined by the enemy. We also know that they use the road and as soon
as dusk arrives there will be much activity along the route. On the way out
you watch ahead of you as you move along, the driver will look after your
rear." Thus with all this in mind we got back to the road without incident,
our truck was still there when we got to where we had parked it. So we drove

back to Ortona.
   Once we got to Ortona I believe the driver picked up another "C" Company '

member to act as his rearguard on his way back and they went back right     ^
away. I never did hear whether they made it back but I imagine they did.
Afterwards whenever I heard any gunfire in that area, for several nights I
would wonder about their troubles.

   After a few days I heard that the small party had finally returned to the
Regiment. Whether they all made it out or not I never did find out. They   ^
were surely in my estimation a gallant little band of men. There probably
are a few "C" Company members still around who might recall being at this
outpost. If so and they read this little story perhaps they should come for-
ward and give us any information about this little episode.

    Each year as members of our great 49th pass on we lose a few more stories
from our history. So if you have anything to relate, even though it isn't
necessarily about the above incident, send the story in. It can be used.

                               FROM THE EDITOR

   This coming year, 1990, being our Regiment's Anniversary, there is an opin
 ion that a special effort should be made in having as many "untold" stories
 as possible to make this Anniversary magazine a very special one.

   Your contribution may be sent to our Box 501 or to your Editor's address
 listed in the back of this book. Deadline will be August 31, 1990, and all
 stories, items of interest, whatever, should be in the hands of the Editor
 by then - sooner if possible. Unused items are not discarded, they are eithe
 mounted and displayed or given to the Museum.

   We are very grateful to all those who have contributed towards making thisi
 issue of our magazine possible and I hope interesting.                      ^

                                                        Barney Olson          i
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                                        by

                                James R. Stone

    At the annual dinner of our Association, January 21, 1989, in Edmonton, I
 was accorded the honour of proposing the "Toast To The Regiment". I had pre-
 pared nothing to say but I was sure in my mind that I could rise to the oc-
 casion and proclaim eloquently how and why the 49th Battalion, The Loyal Ed-
 monton Regiment, was the finest military unit that ever came down the pike.

    Alas, I had forgotten that "eighty-year olds" had short memory spans," no
 easy flow of thoughts and words; in short, they should read from typed scripts
 and thus say what they wanted to say. My effort, which you were kind enough
 to applaud, was unworthy of the audience I had and so I write this, hoping
 that your Editor can find space for it in the "Fortyniner".

    I enlisted in our Regiment at Grande Prairie on September 12, 1939. My
 number was M-16021 and indicates that I was early in the queue. I was at the
 Prince of Wales Armoury about four days later and began immediately to ex-
 perience a great change in life style. The Regiment had the task of changing
 an unsuccessful "homesteader" from Blueberry Mountain into a useful soldier.
 It is not my intention to recount my personal history in the Regiment but it
 was not long before I was telling all and sundry that the Edmonton Regiment
 was the finest military unit in Edmonton, so much superior to the Alberta
 Dragoons, the Artillery, the Engineers and the other "odds and sods" station-
 ed there. Under the influence of a few beers I would become so vociferous
 that fist fights ensued and I remember spending one "morning after" on sentry
 duty at the front gate of the Armoury with a pair of the blackest eyes ever
 seen in Edmonton. As Mr.Oldham, the RSM, said, "Put him on the front gate, a
 good advertisement for the Regiment."

    I was sent to England in November, 1939, in the company of Charlie Swan
 and three other Corporals to take a Weapon  Instructors' Courses. My uniform,.
 of which I was proud as could be, was a 1916 issue complete with brass but-
 tons and a leather belt, with two sandbags as a "kit bag", the whole out-
 fit indicating to our Allies just how prepared Canada was for an overseas
 combat role. My first morning on parade at Aldershot was a "stunner". The
 Quartermaster Staff Instructor yelled "Fall-in" and I dashed for a position
 in the front rank, buttons shining and leather belt gleaming. He took one
 look at me and screamed, "Get this man to the tailor". I was hustled off the
 Square and outfitted, in an hour, with a British brown khaki battle-dress,
 complete with Corporal's stripes and brass "Edmonton Regiment" shoulder bad-
 ges. To me the shoulder badges were the most important part of my uniform.
 The "Spirit of the Regiment" was in me.

    The "Spirit of the Regiment" continued to develop. We could out-march,
 out-scheme any unit in the First Canadian Division and. even the famous "Boo"
 episode detracted not from our pride in ourselves. We felt that "Boo" Com-
 pany's action only expressed that which every unit on the scheme felt, but
 lacked the guts to do. The Regiment excelled in the toughest of the training,
 "Battle Drill". We marched, ran cross-country under huge pack-loads, climbed
 cliffs, were shot-over, smoked, blown-up by explosives and still kept coming
 for more. So very few quit. Such was the "Spirit of the Regiment"!

    When the time came to go into battle we were the best of the lot and knew
 it. Up through Sicily and then Italy the "Spirit of the Regiment" showed in
 all our encounters. Parley Mowafc, "Hasty Pees", wrote in his book, "The Reg-
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 iment", "and then came the marching infantry, the "Loyal Eddies", the only
 unit in the army that we would admit were as good or perhaps even better
 than we were." Of course, we knew it, but it was nice to have it confirmed b|
 a good writer who was also a first class fighting soldier,                  j

    We continued our war into Holland and, when it was all over, the Regiment
 was selected to represent the First Canadian Division and Western Canada in
 the victory parade in Berlin. The Unit, training in and around Almelo, Hol-
 land, for the event, demonstrated again the "Spirit of the Regiment" by hard;
 work in their training, determined to be the best unit in the Canadian con- |
 tingent.                                                                    ;

    I left the unit during this period and came back to Canada to form anothe
 Loyal Edmonton Regiment for service in the Pacific theatre against the Japan-
 ese. The young men in that unit quickly acquired some of the spirit that weil
 with the name and reputation of the Regiment and, had they been called upon
 to fight, the "Spirit of the Regiment" would have been obvious in their
 conduct.

    We, the World War II warriors, served in the "Spirit" handed down to us
 by the Forty-ninth Battalion of the First War. It had been kept alive by
 those who served in the Militia Unit from 1919 to 1939. It was passed on
 again, by us, in 1945 to the Reserve Army Unit whose members serve to give -a
 some hope that, if war should strike again, Canada could do something to de-
 fend herself.

    The Veterans of our Regiment made the traditions that are honoured by the
 Regimental Colour, the Sword and our history. The "Spirit of the Regiment",
 which developed while the traditions were being made, must be kept alive by
 the serving members of the Regiment or it will die.

    I am confident that our future is in good hands.

No one ever lost his eyesight from looking at the bright side.

OPPORTUNITY

Said yesterday to tomorrow
"When I was young like you,

I, too, was fond of boasting

Of all I meant to do;
But while I fell a-dreaming

Along the pleasant way
Before I scarcely knew it

I found I was today.

"And as today, so quickly

My little course was run
I had no time to finish

One-half the things begun.

Would I could try it over,

But I can ne'er go back

A yesterday forever
I now must be, alack!

"And so, my good tomorrow,

If you would make a name
That history shall cherish

Upon the roll of fame

Be all prepared and ready

Your noblest part to play

In those few fleeting hours
When you shall be 'today'!"



<^HERE IS MY WANDERING BOY?

                          Joe Kumka, Winnipeg - writes to say how much he re-
                       grets not being able to attend some of our upcoming

                     celebrations. He last visited us here in 1985, "forty
                     years after" and he enjoyed it very much then. At the
                     present time he is undergoing treatment for the big C
                     and hopes that he will be in shape to attend the "Battle
                     for Ortona"  reunion when it is held. In the meantime,

                                     "My regards to all."

                     John Bowen, New Zealand - former RSM, Militia Unit, hope
        _            that I can be back in Edmonton in time for the many

                   celebrations that will be taking place.

 What are the odds? - Early last winter while in Ontario and travelling on
   the VIA train to Ottawa, Ralph Craven heard the name of our Regiment men-
   tioned and when he investigated further found himself talking with the Hon
   "Budge" Bell-Irving.

   Your Editor having entered the University Hospital for some "elective sur-
   gery" found himself in a semi-private room and in the other bed, Sid James,
   who had undergone a much more serious operation. For four days, both of
   us having been original members of "A" Company, we talked about all the

 goings on in "A" Company during those.early days in Edmonton and England. We
   were both discharged on the same day, Sid returning to his home at Ma-Me-0
   Beach, Pigeon Lake. Since then Sid has gone to his winter home in Arizona.

 If you have read the article on the BC Banquet you will note that no mention
   was made of the weather at the time. Any other time you read, "How nice it
   was" or "the day dawned fine and clear as it has always done."

    There was a 'veiled' mention of what was going on at the time, weather-
   wise when it was stated that the Hon Bell-Irving was not able to attend
   and in brackets it shows that he was "absent on duty". To the many of you
   living east of the Rockies let it be known that the good General had been

 posted to "guard duty" with strict orders to "not under any circumstances
 let the water pipes freeze."

    It was cold out there! Even the Island Ferries were not running all the
   time and when they did run from the Island to the mainland you took your
   chances on being able to get back home. An anonymous phone call from "out
   there" to your Editor previous to his leaving Edmonton by air for the Ban-
   quet advised that "by all means bring a heavy parka!" Even that, as it
   turned out was almost not warm enough! The next time you hear all these
   fancy words being used about the weather, unless you are there  yourself,
   don't believe everything you read or don't read.

 Maurice White - Edmonton - we note that Maurice attended the four day re-
   union of the First Special Service Force, the joint Canadian and U.S.
   force of WW II. Maurice left our Regiment in 1944 to join this special unit.

  It has also been noted that the late Stan Melton has been inducted into the

   Edmonton Business Hall of Fame.









Whitley Bks, England
Back - A.E.Hatton/H.DeGoode/J.Swartz

         J.H.Adair/Harry Haddon   Capt J.H.Beatty

Front - R.Curry/CQMS Kumka/Earl Cutler
                smi pics above - DunFermline Scotland

            A/A at camp, Capt Dawes QM, LCol Stillman
  B Coy                           Maj E.B.Wilson

Back - W.Bober/..../A.McCormack/J.Lutton/W.Wensel

  A.McLellan/R.Rhodes/C.A.Heard/J.Crow/D.McLean

                  J.Gnot/E.Stover

Front - A.Bolinski/..../J.Gorsline/W.G.Doidge

  G.Hoiloway/H.J.Doidge/A.C.Cooney

 Mill Barn, Oxted, Surrey
 Pop Morgan/Merv Kirby/F.Pasuila/Fred Perry/N. Kirby

                  "Digging a slit trench"
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                   ( Chapter From My Book "I Married A Brit")

                                 David B. Mundy

     I was united with a University friend, (we both graduated from the Univ-

 ersity of Alberta in the Spring of 1940), Lieutenant Gilbert(Gibby) Blair,

 @.hen I was posted to 'B' Company, The Edmonton Regiment. The Eddies were then

 stationed at Oxted, Surrey, England. Captain Pat Tighe and Gibby were 'running'

 dn-e Company since the Commanding Officer, Major Jim Jefferson, was away quite

 :ften.
     These three officers, to my mind, typified the best of a Canadian Infan-

 try Regiment. When I make fun of my own war-time experiences, it should be

 remembered that there were a lot of 'straight arrows' in the Canadian Army

 ."ho were really fighting soldiers.

     Gib Blair survived most of the Italian campaign, including Ortona where

 @:he Regiment suffered terrible losses before driving German Paratroopers out

 :f that city. Unfortunately Gibby was killed at San Marino while commanding

 @D' Company when the Canadians broke through the Gothic Line.

     Pat Tighe was the first of our Regiment to earn a Military Cross for an

 action fought in Sicily.

     "Jeff" Jefferson was made a Commander of the British Empire and won the

 :istinguished Service Order in the process of rising to command our Regiment,

 snd later a brigade.

     I have picked out these three because I happened to know them quite well.

     None were permanent soldiers. All were typical, unsophisticated Western

 Canadians with no self-importance. All possessed a good sense of humour. They

 =11 believed in what they were doing. At the outbreak of war they ranged from

 ^wenty to forty years of age. Gibby and Pat were shy. Pat almost painfully so.

 :n that Garden of Eden at Oxted, neither produced a girl friend.

     On Christmas Eve, 1942, we were suddenly uprooted from Oxted and moved

 south a few miles to the coast near Brighton. 'B' Company Officers' Mess was

 ^ requisitioned row house in the town of Shoreham. The house was absolutely

 "::are of any furnishings. We were sitting down on benches at an army folding

 @;able, in a spartan room with one naked electric light bulb in the ceiling

 snd army blankets hung over the windows as blackout curtains. Our meal was

 canned herrings in tomato sauce. We knew it well, it was the main staple of

 3ur diet that winter. In addition to Gibby, Pat and me there were two other

 officers. They were suffering from the sudden rupture of female liaisons each

 ".ad established in Oxted. We were a long way from home, we did not know any

 girls - and it was Christmas Eve.

     The driver of our P.U.(Personnel Utility - a small truck that carried

 officers of the Company around) burst into the room. "Sir", he said in an

 excited voice, "There is a hospital around the corner and it is filled with

 nurses."
     There was a frantic scramble for the door, the herrings were abandoned

 ^nd we all piled into the P.U. Sure enough, there was a civilian hospital,

 almost next door, and it was full of nurses, mostly in candy striped uni-

 forms. We found a head nurse and told her we had come to sing Christmas Carols

 ^o the patients. Some of the candy stripers produced candles and accompanied

 j.s around the wards while we sang lustily "Hark The Herald Angels sing" and

 "0 Come All Ye Faithful" to the astonished patients.
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     Some of the nurses were coming off duty and we persuaded them to pile in-
 to our P.U. and come visit our mess. Although we did not have any furniture
we had booze. A party started and it lasted most of the night. I can see the
candy stripers standing around in the little room with us in our battle dress
all singing carols and some gradually pairing off as couples. Pat Tighe was ^
too shy to talk to any of the nurses, but Gibby was making remarkable prog-
ress with a very attractive young girl, Pippa.

     I saw this romance blossom and it was the tenderest of all the wartime
liaisons that I knew of. When Gibby left with the Regiment for Sicily, he and
Pippa had an arrangement which was intended to lead to marriage when the war
was over. Pat Tighe was Gibby's best friend. Just after the war in Europe and
before sailing for home. Pat went to see Pippa with a last message from Gibby
before he was killed in Sicily.

    Pat and Pippa started corresponding with one another. A year after the
war Pat went back to England to see Pippa. I met the two of them by chance afc
a movie theatre in Ottawa some fifteen years later. They had married and were
raising their five children.

    Denise, my girl friend, a British WREN and the 'girl that I married' in
the month of June, 1943, came down for lunch from London one Sunday to our
mess at Shoreham. As Gibby was such an old friend, I was upset at his adverse
reaction to her. Gibby was from a farm in Saskatchewan, his life in England
had been with the Regiment. He had never heard a girl speak such perfect Eng-
lish. He thought she was 'stuck-up', an almost unforgivable sin in Western
Canada.

    Denise feels that it was one of the triumphs of her life that Gibby was
to change his mind when he got to know her. The last time they met was at a
Grosvenor House Tea Dance. I had persuaded Gibby to come. He couldn't dance
well but he certainly knew how to fling himself around the floor. I can still
see the two of them charging around, Gibby laughing and shouting and Denise
enjoying herself in a most un-British fashion.

    My time with the Edmonton Regiment ended in the spring of 1942 when I was
posted to 2nd Canadian Infantry Brigade HQ then commanded by Brigadier Potts.
I reported to Major (later General) Bert Hoffmeister who was then G-2, or the:
chief-of-staff to the Brigadier. Hoffmeister instructed me in my new job. I
was responsible for checking out the demobilization of the petrol resources ,
in the First Canadian Division area of southwest England. I was given a car
and a driver and a motorcycle. My pass enabled me to travel almost anywhere
in the counties of Surrey, Sussex and Kent without running afoul of any of
our Military Police.                                                         ''@

    The job started seriously. I would go to a petrol station (civilian) and
ask to look at the petrol demobolization arrangements. Then I would peer in- ,
to the underground storage tanks to see whether the reguired stick of dyna- ;
mite suspended by a cord was hanging down into the petrol as required. Then
I would be shown the fuses and the ignitors. All of this was to ensure that
the petrol would be destroyed immediately if the Germans were going to over- |
run the area. I went to dozens of pumps in the first few days and they all  |
seemed to be up to scratch. Petrol was strictly rationed. There was a black j
market, the penalties for misuse were draconian.                             |

    I was always treated with great respect by the pump owners because I might
be checking on the use of the petrol. After a few days tho' I decided I was I
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ally annoying a lot of Brits who had the situation under control. After this I
;ust swanned around the beautiful southern counties of England, only occasion-
ally looking at a petrol pump. It was an idyllic existence. It is hard to
realize now the part that petrol played in people's lives. The civilians had
practically none. The passes of most military drivers kept them to a carefully
controlled small area. With my transport I was welcome wherever I went. I cal-
led on friends and we went pubbing and dancing. The Dome and the Regent were
@:he favorite dance halls in Brighton.

    Brigadier Potts, 'Pottsy', had been through WW 1 and he was determined to
live in comfort in WW 11. His mess in the centre of Brighton was an absolute
Delight and he was very hospitable. He encouraged the junior officers to bring
friends into the mess. One evening I brought in a young lady. She was well en-
5oved and appeared in a low-cut dress. Now 'Potfcsy' was slightly popeyed, and
-<rnen I introduced her to him I was afraid that his eyes would leap out of their
sockets. We were all sorry when he was sent back to Canada some months later
=.5 overage for an operational theatre.

    He did get a nice plum being promised a promotion to Major General. He got
@me news one day when I was standing with him in a woods on a scheme. Lieut
^n Crerar, who commanded the 1st Cdn Corps at the time, suddenly burst out
cf his staff car, his face wreathed in smiles. "Pottsy" he said, "I have great
.-sws for you, "as he put his arm around "Pottsy's" shoulders and led him away
cut of our earshot. There was a great deal  of smiling and chuckling, vigorous
shaking of hands, and patting one another on the back. The deal was made. I
cad a feeling it should have taken place in a smoke-filled backroom.

    During this period of my career I hobnobbed with some of our senior com-
randers. It was pretty heady stuff for a young lieutenant. The most memorable
character was Major General George Randolph Pearkes, later Minister of Defense
-_n the Diefenbaker cabinet and latterly Lieutenant Governor of the Province
cf British Columbia. Pearkes was a big teddy bear of a man whose clipped ac-
cent betrayed his Camberley Staff College British background. His fighting
i-ith Canadians in WW 1 had won him many awards for valor: V.C..D.S.O.,M.C. He
.cow commanded our 1st Cdn Div and I was posted to his headquarters at Knepp
castle in Sussex as a liaison officer,

    We were on schemes almost continuously. Gen Montgomery was the overall
.commander in southeast England and he was promoting exercises, schemes some
called them. The main purpose was to train the staff in moving large bodies
cf men and materiel rapidly around the country. As many of the key officers
could not read a map accurately, it usually resulted in an enormous screwup
involving a hundred thousand men or more. Tempers were often short.

    General Pearkes would start the day by emerging from his caravan in the
splendour of the red tabs on his collar and the red band on his forage cap.
-Ie would bestow a smile on us, he had the knack of showing a large expanse of
zeeth without for a moment replacing the iron glitter in his eyes. His first
act, as we all stood around watching, was to beat up on his aide-de-camp, a
lieutenant. Pearkes would rain down blows on the lieutenant's head, then
@in-restle him to the ground. This was the way the General got his morning ex-
ercise. We would stand around smiling nervously, hoping we would not be the
next one to be picked on.

    I worked at first with LCol Chris Vokes, GSO 1. He proved to be a fine
battlef-ield soldier and was later promoted to the rank of General while in
Italy. However, writing was not one of his strong points. He knew it but
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 wished to keep it hidden from his staff, a new bunch of officers headed by  |
 Major Dick Danby, GSO 2.                                                    j

     One day Vokes asked me to 'clean up' one of his movement orders. It def-|
 initely would not have passed Miss Cameron, my grade 6 grammar teacher. He  |
 was pleased with the result of my editing. From then on Vokes would collar lal
 when I appeared at Div HQ on my Norton motorcycle wearing my dispatch rider |
 helmet and carrying my gloves and map case. As I would be parking my motor- |
 cycle I would hear him shout, "Mabel! Come here." My code name which was now|
 "Mabel" was a touch of Yoke's humor,                                        j

     There was a well-known brand of "French safes"(now condoms) called at th|
 time the "Three Sisters"; Agnes, Mabel and Becky. These names were printed <3
 the tin case they came in. As the 2 Bde Liaison Officer, I was "Mabel".     @

     "Look, Mabel", he said, moving me out of sight of everybody else, "We haul
 got to move that bloody Brigade of yours about three miles south. Write out H
 movement order and give it to me."                                          |

     I examined my map and wrote out an order complete with the necessary timi

 map references and order of battle and handed it to Vokes. He read it over  8
 quickly, "That's great," he said and strode off clutching it in his hand and |
 with a smile on his face. Unfortunately, the grammar and the syntax of this |
 message betrayed Vokes in his little game. His staff soon deduced that I was |
 behind it. Major Danby called me over later in the day. "What do you mean,   I
Mundy, writing out those movement orders? You haven't been to Staff College.-|

     So I kept clear of Vokes from then on but then I got enmeshed in the Gen-1
erals' web. We were engaged in a "battle" which lasted all through the day aii|
 into the following night. General Pearkes wanted to run the war himself. He  I
did not want to be cluttered up with a staff. I must have made a dozen retun@J
trips between the Brigade and Div HQ in this period. When I arrived at Div HQJ
usually in a small wood off the road, Pearkes would be pacing up and down    !
like a caged lion outside the operations vehicles. He would waylay me, he    I

knew I was the red hot source of intelligence as to where our Bde was. After I
questioning me he would give me some rapid fire orders, mainly concerning the|
movement of the Brigade. I would take notes furiously. He would stand over met
while I marked up my map.                                                    @

     "All right, Mundy, off you go," he would say, clapping me on the shoulder!
as I sat astride my Norton. The last thing I would see as I left was the     1
Pearkes smile, an expanse of teeth and the iron glitter in his eyes.         !

    Much the same thing occurred at the other end. 'Pottsy' did not want to  1
deal through Brigade Majors and Captains. He liked to know as soon as possible
where we were going so he could start reconnoitring some comfortable lodgings S
for himself.                                                                  ;

    I was caught up in the excitement of the make-believe war and was in the j
saddle of my motorcycle for thirty six hours at a stretch. What I had learned1

at motorcycle school had helped. One rainy afternoon I was travelling at a
high speed on a cobbled road when a tank suddenly heaved into sight on the   1
road and blocked me off. There was only one thing to do, ride my bike into the
ground as I had been taught. You fling the handle bars over sharply to one   ;
side and slide back onto the ground one leg under the bike and protected by  1
the kicker. The bike screams forward on its side to a stop and usually you   !
are half underneath it.                                                       ;

    One night I was coming down a very steep track leading off the Downs when ;
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 a staff car was on its way up the same road. No lights of course. The track
 @was so steep that the driver had to gun his engine to climb up. The car sud-
 denly appeared out of the dark like it was shot out of a cannon. I had no
 choice but to take off over a small cliff, motorcycle and all. I ended up on
 an overhanging shelf in the gorse bushes only a few feet down. The officers
 in the staff car came down the cliff and helped me drag the motorcycle back
 onto the track.

     When I got to Div HQ, General Pearkes was laying in wait for me. I gave
 Mm my message in the dark, it must have been three or four in the morning.
 @Mundy," he said, "This is an order. Go to bed as of right now - in my sleep-
 ing bag."

     General Crerar didn't like General Pearkes too much. And I believe the
 feeling was mutual. Pearkes was fired - sent home. However, it was really a
 self-inflicted wound. Pearkes had, commanded the 1st Cdn Div ever since it was
 formed in England. As the Canadian Army grew in size and the Second and Third
 Divs arrived, a Corps was formed which Pearkes naturally aspired to be in corn-
 Band of. Instead, Crerar was sent over from Canada as the commander of the
 Corps and with Pearkes now having to report to Crerar instead of to Andy Mc-
 Saughton,  the overall Canadian Commander in England, it didn't go too well.
 Pearkes had a few problems, he was the wrong political faith, he was fearless.

     To illustrate. Shortly after Crerar arrived in England, I, with several
I'iaundred other officers, waited to be briefed on an exercise. Pearkes got up
I .on stage and said to his Chief-of-Staff, LCol Chris Vokes, "Now Chris, I want
I TOU to imagine that I am a dumb political general who has just been sent over
I "here from Canada and does not know which way is up. Explain to me in words of
J .one syllable what this exercise is all about."
|    Pearkes was sent packing back to Canada within a few short weeks - and

| ilthout a promotion.
j    I hero worshipped Gen Pearkes, but I do not think he would have been a

 successful operational commander. He was not miserable enough to make a good
Iganeral. Certainly not if you compare him with one of our successful Canadian
 ep-ierals, General Guy Simonds.

     I was once on the receiving end of General Simonds' dressing down of
 sfcaff officers. There was a small group of us, a colonel, two majors, a cap-
 tain and me. We were standing in a field pouring over a map that was stretched
 out on the hood of a jeep. We had completely lost two whole brigades in scheme
fcterloo. Simonds, who was then a Brigadier, General Staff,  1st Cdn Corps,
 suddenly appeared from nowhere. His opening salvo was, "Do you incompetents

IBS-SOW that we are liable to be fighting live Germans one day?" As he warmed up
|te compared us to school boys and old women, finally we were reduced to hav-
iLig "Less knowledge of tactics than good Lance Corporals." In the clipped ac-
jjcent of his English ancestry he said, "If this were real war, I would fire the
I lot of you and send you packing back to Canada."
|    Well, back in Canada, several  years later,  I sat next to Simonds at Def-
lience Committee meetings. The fire seemed to have gone out of him. He did not
!- remember me. He was very polite, even deferential. I represented then the
Department responsible for buying new transport for the Canadian Army.
|    Several years after the war my path also crossed that of General Pearkes.
II -witnessed a drama played out by him, then the Minister of Defence, Canada.
I Pearkes along with John Foster Dulles, U.S.A., were in the East Block of the
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American Secretary of State for External Affairs - office of Sidney Smith.   ||
    It concerned the Arrow aircraft, the aeroplane whose cancellation of the |8

building plans nearly killed the Canadian aerospace industry. A special meet- |||
ing had been called to take place in Smith's office in a last attempt to savs | I
our major defence program. We had to persuade the Americans to buy this air-j | !
craft. We had composed an excellent speech for Pearkes, extolling the virtues S S
of the plane and explaining that our total requirements of eighty aircraft aa | |
quite insufficient  to justify continuing the program. However, if the Amer-{| [
icans could see their way clear to buying a few hundred of them - the industaj | [
would be saved and North American defense would benefit. "Uncle George" (As  | !
we called Pearkes behind his back) performed very well and gave a graphic de-'@ I
scription of how tough things were in Canada. At this stage, the U.S. Sec-  ,| |

retary of State withdrew from one waistcoat pocket a small stub of a pencil i| I
no more than two inches in length. He examined the lead carefully, then withbj I |
drew from his other waistcoat pocket a little penknife. He then proceeded wiS | i
infuriating exactness to sharpen the lead of his pencil stub until it had   j| |
reached a satisfactory state of perfection. Even though all eyes were rivet-!( |
ed on Dulles as he went through the pencil sharpening routine, Pearkes kept @ S
gamely on with his speech. He even managed his famous smile. The expanse of ^ |
his teeth was there, but the iron glint had gone out of his eyes. "Uncle    || |

George" knew - well knew - that the Avro Arrow had died right there and
    I had many narrow escapes on my Norton motorcycle on those schemes that

held. The narrow, winding lanes of England were clogged with marching men,
convoys of vehicles bumper to bumper, guns, tanks, motorcycles. Nearly
body was in a bad humor because of the heat, dust, and a lack of sleep. The
officers kept pushing the men from pillar to post, even though half the
they were themselves lost on the map.

    The word SNAFU must have been born on scheme TIGER. One big "F@@ up".
    The night after General Pearkes had ordered me into his sleeping bag I

riding my Norton over the South Downs carrying orders to 2nd Brigade. It
a dark night, the weather had been dry and the convoy of trucks I was mixed
in was sending up clouds of dust. We were on quite deeply rutted roads. I
in the right hand rut following the only light allowed and it was on the
ahead of me. It was a little pencil point shining on a white mark on the
ferential housing underneath the back of the vehicle. I had no lights nor
the vehicle behind me except for the pencil light on his rear end. We
along, I in some difficulty because I could not make out very clearly the
I was in. I started to  wobble and fell off my bike into the centre of the
track. The vehicle behind me ran over me. The driver came to a stop with me
and my bike under his vehicle. Fortunately, it was an Army ambulance with a
very high road clearance. I can still  see the driver's ghostly white face
peering at me under his vehicle. By some miracle, neither I nor my motorcycl^^

was scratched. Some of the men pulled the bike and me out and one 'crank'
my faithful Norton sputtered into life and off I wobbled into the darkness.

    The following morning. May 28, 1942, on an English country lane near
erbury, my luck finally ran out. After no sleep I was still on my motorcycle^g

with orders from Div HQ to 2nd Infantry Brigade. The lane was narrow and I
was going against the flow of the traffic. It was a convoy nose to tail of
thirty hundredweight trucks filled with infantrymen. A blind curve was just
coming up ahead of me when suddenly a British dispatch rider on his motor-
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cvcle roared into view, he was passing his convoy at full speed. There was no
;r-com for the both of us.

    I started to jump from my machine with the hope that I would land in a
nearby hedge but unfortunately for me the Brit hit me sideways and dead on.
'@.- right foot was hit by his bike then my foot hit into and through the kickel
3-1 my bike. The kicker is a piece of metal sticking out at right angles from
-me bike and it is used to start the motorcycle by tramping on it. Ordinarily
-Jnfi kicker has a pad on it but on my bike there was only a metal spike, there
'@as no pad attached to it, the pad had been worn off.

    I lay on my back on the hard cobblestones just off the road, the British
;.R. was lying nearby and in considerable pain. The two smashed motorcycles
-iaiere pulled to one side of the road and the convoy moved on, vehicle after
-.'@shicle. I got up on my elbow and looked at my injured right foot. It was
covered with blood, etc. but it wasn't bleeding profusely. There was nothing
: could do about it so I lay on my back. A stretcher unit came along shortly
ind picked up the Brit. A medical officer leaned over me and marked a cross on
':r.- forehead with a pen. He had also cut off my boot, put on a first aid field
iressing over my injury and gave me a shot of morphine.

    The last of the convoy rolled on by, there was nobody around. I just lay
-@ere on my back in the sudden silence looking up at a beautiful blue sky.
The last thing that I do remember, I was singing, I don't know why, but I man-
aged to get through several songs before I passed out.

    I recall nothing else until I thought I could hear a clinking sound like
something being dropped into a metal bucket. I was just regaining conscious-
ness from my shot of morphine and I had a pleasant, drowsy, far-away feeling.
There was another clink. I opened my eyes and realized that I was now lying
en a stretcher. A man in white was bent overy my foot and he had a pair of
-:-@"eezers in his hand. He was picking bone chips from my foot and dropping the
aany pieces into a large and white enamel pail sitting on the ground.

    "Where am I?" I asked.
    "You're at #12 Casualty Clearing Station. Your foot is a mess. We are

cuing to send you to the Canadian General Hospital at Bramshott."

    And so ended that portion of my army career and a chapter in my book.
    It was six months before they discharged me from the Bramshott hospital.

*ihen I did get away I was two medical categories lower than when I went in.
<ith this low medical category I could not return to my Regiment, the "Eddies",
=nd since I was still capable of doing my bit I enlisted the aid of Chris
Tokes and got on course to improve my ability to speak the German language.

    I was able as well to get on several intelligence courses including a
:.rip to the super secret "Y" course at Netherall Gardens. Having completed
c-hese courses I was posted to the Wireless Intelligence Unit and landed with
-.hem in Normandy. I proceeded up the European Coast with this Unit as GSO III
; Intelligence), managed to get wounded in April, 1945, in Germany, and was
sent to Watford Hospital via a flying ambulance.

    From there I was discharged in time to see Denise and our first son off
co Canada on a troopship. This was just after V.E. Day. I arrived back in Can-
ada (Vancouver) in time to be with my family to celebrate V J Day.
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                                      by

                          Dr. Edgar J. Bailey, Padre

   Last year it was not convenient for me to make my annual contribution to
the pages of our Fortyniner. And now in my eighty sixth year, the probability
of a last battle for me is almost certain. It is a battle with a grim enemy,
cancer.

   On my return from visiting the battlefields of Sicily and Italy, this was
in 1985, I was diagnosed as having stomach cancer and after an operation
most of my stomach was removed. The opinion was then that they had 'got it
all', but it returned in 1988. Mrs.Bailey and myself then decided that if the
Last Post was to come for me it would perhaps be better for us if we were to
be close at hand to one of our daughters. Thus we have been residents of Ed-
monton for the past while.

   I have undergone many treatments at the Cross Cancer Institute here, the
cancer has now been checked but what little of my stomach that was left from
my earlier operation has now been destroyed. My eating capacity now is very
limited. But I'm still alive and able to add a few small but serious stories
to the saga of our Loyal Eddies in WW II.

   Following the entry into Rome, our Regiment moved on to the area of Flo-
rence, one of the great and old cities of Italy. Here we had expected to meet
and do battle with the German Fourth Parachute Regiment. It was/ however,
decided by both sides that the fine old city of Florence should remain intact-
thus no battle. We did have some fighting in the area since Lieut J.G.Butler
a-as killed there. I well remember that Lieut Butler's death caused me some
embarrassment. We had a fine Jewish doctor, Lazaruk, with our Regiment and
it was his wish that the casualty be buried right away thus not to cast a
shadow over the building that night, a Jewish tradition. We were in a school
and it was my decision at the time not to risk lives for a burial that we
@could very well do the following day.

   In the meantime I was called  away on what was to me a very sad mission. I
@-as chatting with Capt R.S.Stephens and his driver, Pte J.A.Foster, at a gate
*-hen the Captain had received an order to seek out another place for our Reg-
cirent since we had now been scheduled to move. Captain Stephens was a long
cime officer in the Army, the two of us had come over from Canada together in
1940. He and his driver had a jeep and they were pulling a small trailer with
=.n amount of explosives on board. Probably twenty minutes after they had left
as they hit mines at a cross roads and the whole trailer load and their jeep
as well as them went up in the explosion. Well do I remember trying to gath-
er up the remains putting them in a small container in order to bury them. I
-ras able to identify Captain Stephens by what remained of a pair of knee high
boots that he had always worn.

   We went on to do battle at the Gothic Line. It was a brilliantly lit bat-
clefield with an estimated four hundred pieces of artillery blazing away at an
^absent enemy". We lay out on a forward slope to watch the barrage which was
eating up a whole "war bond loan" of ammunition but apparently the "locals"
-.ad already warned the enemy and with this advance warning the Germans had
noved beyond the shelling range and when we moved in after the barrage had
:et up we found many dead animals but no Germans. But there was lots of grim
fighting yet to come.
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    I remember Jim Stone telling me to stay behind with Bn HQ when the others

 moved forward but I got lost and arrived at the front line with the forward
 troops. Jim said to me, "What are you doing here. Padre?" And then "Now that
 you are here I suggest that you get behind that cemetery wall as quick as yoe
 can get there, we are under considerable shellfire here." I don't know whetha
 I was quick enough in getting under cover since I got my first bit of a     j
 "wound" when I was hit by some of the flying debris from the cement wall whoa
 it was hit by a shell. The "wound", a cut on my leg, didn't bother me at thej

 time but it became infected and the skin came off my leg. This led to a resui
 that I will refer to later on in this little article.                       I

    There followed many tough battles for the Regiment - Monteciccardo, Rimini
 Ridge, crossing the rivers Pisciatello, Savio, Senio and Lamone. It was at  |
Monteciccardo that our Regiment lost, amongst others, Capt.W.Roxburgh. I re-I
 member him being known as the "mad trapper" because of his great enthusiasm a
 keeping the troops encouraged. He would march up and down the column doing  ;
 twice as much as the others and often he would pick up someones pack or rifN
 someone who seemed to be having a tough time. One day he gave me a rifle whes
he was carrying a couple of extras and at the time I was marching along with5
 the troops. "Carry this one for awhile. Padre, I'm getting tired", he said.
 So I would oblige him and carry it even though it was contrary to the Red
 Cross regulations.

    It was in crossing the Rimini Ridge that our Regiment had one of the tougti
 est fights and we lost 38 members in that battle. This included "Gibby" Blais:
 Sgt McMurray and then Edgeley, Cardinal and Middlemiss. I paid our respects B
 these soldiers when I visited the cemeteries in 1985 with the Legion and
Canadian Government representatives.

    The crossings of the three rivers, Savio, Lamone and Senio is to me a viv-
 id memory. I've forgotten by now which river it was that turned from a mere
 trickle to a flood overnight and stranded some of our troops who had gone
across before the floods had arrived. The troops appeared to be stranded wifcts
out food, etc. and after three days of waiting, Alan Macdonald and myself tod
a couple of jeeps loaded with food across the by then much quieter river. We
were met by what we thought would be very hungry survivors but they assured
us that they had done very well with chickens they had "found" and vegetables
from various local gardens. On our arrival they served us with a delicious
chicken stew.

   The Regiment moved across the river and just after that the Jerries began
shelling us and we then had to move forward against them. This was normal ex-
cept some of the cooks had captured a cow and it was by now all set to be
cooked. The order came to move forward so the cow had to be cut up and por-
tioned out to those who were near at hand. I was lucky enough to get a couple
of pounds of good steak to put in my knapsack. It was cooked later at the firs
opportunity and it kept me going for a couple of days.

    It was when crossing the Savio that I lost one of my best friends. Bill
Longhurst. Bill brought the "mouseholing" technique to the streets of Ortona,,
they say it was very much responsible for some of our great success there. I
am unable to   forget Bill coming to me the evening he was killed and saying
to me, "I'm not going to make it this time. Padre. Will you write my parents
and my girl friend at home and give them my farewell greetings". Bill and hi-s
small group were being required to go into action against a hard to get at
machine gun nest. Ordinarily they would have had the opportunity to make sorre
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sort of a recce of the situation but it was not be this time. When we found
fchem it looked as though they had been mowed down by a single burst from a
machine gun. This small built clerk from a Credit Foncier branch in Edmonton
was the essence of the courage that the Loyal Eddies had brought from all
walks of life to the front lines of Sicily and Italy.

   While Ortona and also Monte Cassino seemed to be some of the greatest
victories, the battles at the Gothic Line were the steadiest battles we had
against fine German troops. The enemy were well located in the hilltop areas
and held excellent defensive positions but the end seemed to be drawing near
for them. Our Regiment was glad when they were able to go into Riccione and
Cattolica and to disport on the seaside beaches there.

   It was there my leg came into prominence. It was on the beach that I had
rolled up my pant leg to show the doctor how inflamed my leg was. Just at
that time a British officer came along and said, having noted my shoulder
patches, "Ah, the Edmonton Regiment, eh, how is Col Jefferson doing?" I ad-
vised him that Jeff had now been promoted to the rank of Brigadier and had
returned to England. He said, "Then the next time you communicate with him
give him my regards."

   As we were at the time on the beach and sitting down I could not see the
officer's shoulder flashes but he said, "Tell him Sir Oliver Leese, the new
Commander of the Eighth Army inquired." I struggled to stand up to salute him
but he told me to remain seated, then he passed me some magazines which he

wished me to pass on to the troops.
   The doctor, having looked at my leg, insisted that I go at once and get

some treatment done to it. He sent me off to a Field Ambulance Unit, they in
turn kept me there with the added information that they found I was in a very
run down condition due probably to the prolonged service in the front lines

with the troops.
   The recommendation was that I go to a hospital for a short stay but I told

him no. I was then sent to a Field Ambulance Unit to serve with them and try
 fco regain my strength at the same time. I was replaced at the Regiment by
Capt. Wright. The Field Ambulance I was now being attached to looked after
the Loyal Eddies as one of their units so I was able to be in constant touch
with the Regiment to the end of the war up -until the time they were in Holland,

   One memory that stays with me from those days in Holland will conclude
this bit of my story. Outside of Apeldorn and after we had crossed the river
 at Deventer I ran into Jim Stone. He was awaiting the arrival of a British
 tank group from Arnhem. I visited with Jim for awhile and following that,
 since the "shooting war" was now pretty well over, I took a stroll along the
 bank of a canal to a nearby small Dutch town. Many of the women that I en-
 countered were in tears, the departing Germans (who had noone in charge of
 them) had taken out six of the older men, lawyers, teachers and a doctor,
 shot them in the back and rolled them into the canal with the excuse that the
 town had not been a friendly one to them. I assisted in getting the bodies
 out of the canal and moving them to the town hall under a Dutch flag. This
 particular episode has always been in my memory. While the Germans were good
 soldiers, this barbaric act shocked me more than the fighting ever did.

    As I moved around the various battlefields on my 1985 visit, I was not so
 much feeling grief as pride that these very ordinary men from Canada could
 offer their lives for world freedom and die more honorably than many success-
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 ful people in Canada who gave their lives for corporate profit and personal
 gain. War is not a glorious venture but it is a way of saying there are more
 important things in life than physical survival in an intensely competitive
 world.

    As I moved around the various battlefields on a 1985 tour, I was not so
 much feeling grief as pride that these very ordinary men from Canada could
 offer their lives for world freedom and die more honorably than many success-
 ful people in Canada who gave their lives for corporate profit and personal
 gain. War is not a glorious venture but it is a way of saying there are more
 important things in life than physical survival in an intensely competitive
 world.

   In August of this year, 1989, just a couple of days previous to the pic-
nic held at Camp Harris, your Editor called me on the phone to inquire as to
whether I had any more stories that I could recall from overseas and if so
could I get them written for this issue of The Fortyniner. What you have just
read was the result of this effort. In the conversation that took place he
reminded me that should I be able to attend the anniversary picnic at the
Camp, September 2 and 3, at anytime, I would be more than welcome and no
doubt would meet up with some of those I had marched with so many years ago.

   Saturday was quite a rainy and cool day so I didn't attempt going, but
Sunday was an excellent Western Canadian day and I drove out in the after-
noon. It was, indeed, for me, quite a reunion even tho' I was only able to
remain there for just a very short while. This sudden arrival on the scene
and meeting up with so many who were now "old soldiers" was quite something.
To meet again with someone such as Frank McDougall, amongst the very many in
attendance, who I knew as an officer in the Regiment and who I had not seen
for all these many years was indeed quite an occasion. It was with many mem-
ories that I left. I only wish that I had been able to remain there at the
picnic for all the afternoon.

Rene Gauchie has been presented with a 65 year long service pin by the
                   Summer land , BC, Royal Canadian Legion
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                                        by

!Ivan Feldberg

     There was this dream I had when I was a young fellow, a dream that just

 : seems to have stayed with me and I have no trouble whatsoever recalling it

  The dream has to do with a lot of people chasing me and I end up at the

  edge of a very muddy river. I managed to cross the river and when I got to

  -uhe other side a girl was waiting there to marry me. We got married and aft-

 ; er we had tied the knot some one said to me, "Now vou are safe "
 | _  As it turned out I eventually arrived in England a member of the Canadian

  infantry and I joined up with the Edmonton Regiment when they were stationed

 i in the Shoreham area. I did in fact meet a lovely girl there that I married

  previous to the Regiment going to Sicily.
     But this whole bit of adventure began at Forestburg, Alberta, where I was

  corn to a family with seven boys and two girls. In early September, 1939  i

  was in Edmonton trying to join the Edmonton Regiment but I couldn't pass'the

  inedical. A couple of years later they called me up to enter the service when

 | i volunteered to go overseas. My medical this time was A-l. It seemed to me

j L-hat joining the Army could lead to adventure and a chance to see new lands
|    I had joined, up with the Regiment after it had completed the TIGER scheme

, men there were other schemes and a trip or two to Scotland for assault train-

j mg. On the one trip we arrived at Hamilton, Scotland, and from there we

| climbed aboard the boat, the Durban Castle, soon met up with a bunch of other

j ships and before long we landed in Sicily despite huge waves and surrounded

I oy many other boats of all shapes unloading their passengers. This was D-l
|J and July 10, 1943.
|j   We had spent a number of days on board the boat wondering where we were

|j; going and when we did find out that we would land in Sicily we naturally

 I ,-ondered what it would all be like, what we would be doing when we got there

|| As it turned out we had a very simple and easy landing, a little wet, other-'

j -.ase no problems. I was with the HQ of a Company at the time.
IS   I remember when we were at Piazza Armerina Gen Montgomery came to give us

  :cis respects and when he arrived there I was maybe fifteen feet away from him

  .-e asked the troops to come closer to him, which I did, and that was at the

  cime a big event for me. We moved out of the town that evening but for a

  --ime I was sitting near a stone wall. Somehow I got a bullet wound across my

I .-eft shoulder blade and when the bullet hit the stone wall the chips flew and

  w back caught a bunch of them.

    However, by July 22 I was back with my old platoon in A Company. It was

  :ust in time to participate in the fight for Leonforte. This was where the

  rngineers had such a time trying to get a bridge across the sharp ravine

  -c-iere so that our tanks could get across. If I remember correctly "A" Company

  -;;iat night was resting and bedded down and the other Companies were going in

 -,o the_town. I think I must have sweated quarts that night just thinking

  x=out it all. It took me all of six months to get over my fears.
 I   The Engineers got the bridge built and the next morning the PPCLI went in

 ;-:o the town but by the time they got there the enemy had disappeared. So it
 j'fcs time for us to move on. On to Agira, the Salso River crossing and Hill

|-36, and finally the Regiment came to a rest at Militello. We had accomplish-
|ed what we had set out to do in Sicily and we were not without casualties
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   After a short rest in the Militello area it was across the channel to the
mainland of Italy at Reggio Calabria. Then a long march up through the toe of
 Italy. The Germans had blown up many of the old bridges so we had plenty of
diversions. It was a tough trip.                                            ;

    I recall an incident that took place at Colle d'Anchise. A Corporal and  '}
and two others of us moved across an open field to try and get at an enemy
machine gun that was giving us some trouble. We managed to "shoot it up" andl

get hold of a prisoner. There was also some rifle fire coming at us from a  ^
nearby house so we had to rush it and quiet those guns down. When we got in
the house all we could rind was a wounded Italian, no weapons. We thought   ,
afterwards that we didn't check out the chimney for the fireplace, there couB
have been someone hidden there. Anyway, the Corporal won an MM in that parfcic
ular action.                                                                !

    The next morning I did a little scrounging around in our general area,   .
nothing in particular, just looking. All I found was a wounded German soldier;
partially hidden away. He was badly wounded, shot through the hips and to me^

he looked near death. I got hold of some Italians and they helped me get hi@,
 to our Regimental Aid Post. I sometimes wonder now if in his condition he eve
made it back home.

    Our next rest area that I can think of was at the brickyard in Baranello.,
 This village is always known to us as where we held our first ever Donkey   '
 Derby. I remember it much better due to the fact that there I managed to get;
 yellow jaundice and before long I ended up in an English Hospital.          \

    It was some time before I got back to the Regiment this time. Must have  \
 been late January or early February. By the time I did get back many of my  ;
 friends had left, some wounded, some killed, some sick.

    I took part in some of the action at the Hitler Line. It wasn't much sines
 an artillery shell landed not too far from where I was so I ended up with   !
 five pieces  of foreign metal in me and another trip to a hospital, this tilae
 it was 15 Canadian General.                                                 ^

    Then once again I made it back to the Regiment, this time around the firsi
 part of October, just in time to take part in the Pisciatello River crossing.^
 I remember giving the Engineers a hand trying to find a good spot for a rives
 crossing. The next day two of us went out on another assignment but this kim
 we didn't manage to complete our mission. The two of us were wounded quite  1
 badly so it was another trip to a hospital.                                 ,

    That was the last time I was with the Regiment. My wounds were bad enough',
 that I was sent back to England and I made it in time to celebrate Xmas, 1941

 with my wife and son, the son having been born while I was in Italy. It was ^
 then back to Canada and a few more operations to fix the wounds I had re-   ;
 ceived, that was the end    of my army career.                              J

    Now after all these years I get to meet up with many of you when I attend;
 a summer picnic locally or perhaps the annual meeting and banquet in January;
 It makes me feel proud to have been a part of such a great bunch of men. On ^
 parade we stand tall, even the short ones. With our wives and children and
 grandchildren, we seem to have made it all worthwhile for them.

    It is to me a great honor to have you as my friends and to share with yolii
 the many memories of those days now so long ago.                            !



Cast fast
 3RADBURN, R.A. E D, Brigadier - passed away in Edmonton October 19, 1988, at

      the age of 79. He went overseas as a draft officer to the Edmonfcon Reg-
      iment in 1940 but did not reach the Regiment.
      Officer Commanding the Loyal Eddies 1954 to 1958.

 30WZAILO, Harry, M 15866 - passed away June 24, 1989, in Edmonton at the age
      of 87. .A member of the Bren Gun Carrier Platoon, Harry was also known
      as having been a member of the German Arm;', WW I, a member of the
      volunteer battalion serving in the Spanish War. Some of Harry's history
      is printed in our "Fortyniner" of October, 1985.

 ATKINSON Harry B. "Smokey" - M 15999 - passed away October 25, 1988, at age
      74, while a resident of Creston BC. Over a period of time Harry held
      all the offices in the Creston Legion and was President at the time of
      his death. He was also very active in the affairs of the Creston Com-
      munity.

 30NAGURO, Caesar A. - Private - M102204 - passed away March 6, 1989, at
      age 69, a resident of the Drumheller area. No other particulars available

 3IGELOW, Sid 0. - passed away January 14, 1989, a resident of Surrey, BC,
      and a member of the B.C. Association.

 HYDE, J. A. - WW I - passed away December 14, 1988, at Courtenay, BC. A
     member of our B.C.Association, his biography is printed in the "Forty-
     niner" #89, 1986.

HORNBACK, Harry W. - passed away June 25, 1989, in Edmonton. A member of
     the Edmonton Association. No other details available.

HICKMAN, Frederick D. - Private - passed away March 1, 1989, at age 87,
     in Calgary. No other details available.

-[ILL, Charles, Private, M 16080 - passed away at age 87, July 29, 1989,
     in Vancouver. Charlie went overseas with our Regiment in 1939, "A"'' Coy.

3ILCHRIST, Hugh - WW I - passed away at age 95, in Red Deer, AB, on Nov-
     ember 3, 1988. No other details available.

KOSKI, Charles W., Private, H204553 - passed away September 13, 1988, at
     age 65, in Kelowna, BC. No other details available.

LILLEY, Charles V, Lieut Colonel - passed away October 23, 1988, at age
     73, in Vernon, BC. A member of the B.C. Association.

LUPKOSKI, Walter, M 15589 - passed away February 8, 1989, in Lethbridge, AB,
     at age 68. Wally was a member of our Regiment proceeding overseas in
     1939 and for many years a member of our Association.



@@@@@@@@@@                              LAST     POST                                @@@@@@@@@@~

 LOGAN, Earl A., M 15977 - passed away September 16, 1989, in Vancouver, at

       age 67. Earl was a member of our Association until 1986 when we lost

       track of him.

 NISBET, Stanley, K 66400 - passed away February 2, 1989, Coquitlam, B.C.     i
      Listed in the Legion magazine as a member of the Loyal Eddies.          "

 NICHOLLS, John M., Private, M 67365 - passed away September 14, 1988, in     i

       Edmonton. No other information available.

 MEYERS, Francis J., Sgt, M107326 - passed away in Millet, AB, area Feb-

      ruary 25, 1989, at age 66. No other information available.

 McKEACHIE, Lome F., LI 04708 - passed away December 4, 1988, Fruitvale, BC.
      at age 65. No other information available.                               I

 OSTBY, Barney C., M 17258 - passed away September 6, 1989, at age 70,         I

      at Redwater, AB. No other information available,                         j

 PERRY, Leiand R., F 40927, a/Sgt - passed away January 20, 1989, at age 68.   ?
      Resident of Bedford, Nova Scotia, area. Listed as being with our Reg-   |

      iment as well as with the West Novas. No other information available.    |

 TILLETT, Victor D.E."Vic", M 16122 - passed away in late July, 1989,         |

 at Vermilion, AB, at age 71. Vie proceeded overseas with our Regiment in     I
      1939, was a member of the QM Stores for a long time. A District Agri-   |

      culturist in Vermilion, held many offices in the Vermilion and Dist-    |

      rict Legion. He was a long time member of our Association.               J

 TOMA, Metro J. "Bob", M 16856 - passed away July 27, 1989, at age 68, while  J

      a resident of the Mewburn Vets Home, Edmonton. A longtime member of     |

      our Association,                                                         i
                                                                                  l

 TUTTY, Alvin C., M 65503, Sgt - passed away September 11, 1988, at age 68,    [

      a resident of the Warburg, AB, district. No other information available. [

                                                                                  I
 WIGSTON, Hugh, M 15684 - passed away August 26, 1989, in Bosham(nr Chich-    ;i

      ester), England, at age 74. Hugh was a member of our Transport Platoon,  |

      went overseas with the Unit in 1939.                                    ||

 WALKER, Robert., M 16955 - passed away April 1, 1989, at Ft Saskatchewan,    |

      Alta., at age 80. Bob was a longtime member of our Association, was a   |

      patient at the Ft Saskatchewan Hospital since 1980.                     @

 ZOLMER, Harry, M 16189 - passed away while a resident of the Peace Hills     |

      Lodge, Wetaskiwin, AB, January 17, 1989, at age 85. Harry went over-    j|

      seas with our Regiment in 1939, was associated with the QM stores       ||

l^.Tl@.@l..ll@l..@mSstl@of,--t^e-t-lIne he s^ntw@j-fch tYle RecTlment @_________________       11

       In memory of all ranks of theThey shall not grow old,@
                49th BNAs we that are left grow old;||

                 andAge shall not weary them|
        THE LOYAL 3DMONTON R3GIMENTNor the years condemn.|

  who gave up their lives for Sovereign andAt the going down of the sun|
   Country in the cause of Freedom and toAnd in the morning|

commemorate the actions fought by the RegimentWe will remember them.|



LASTPOST

    We are aware of these ladies, wives of members or former members who

                     have been deceased in the past year

   Isabella CUTLER - January 25, 1989, wife of former member. Earl Cutler

   Kathleen A. KNOX - November 3, 1988, wife of Bob Knox

   Grace D. SMITH - November 4, 1988 - wife of former member, Danny Smith

A number of obituaries in our Last Post column have been reprinted from the

issues of the LEGION magazine. For many of these entries there is no infor-

mation available as to their service with our Regiment.              Editor

              A  *  ft ******** ft * ****************@.@>******* *  *  *  *  * * I'.- ft * * @)';

                           An Address Delivered At

                      AGIRA CANADIAN MILITARY CaiETERY

                                      by

                         Rev. E.W.MacQuarrie CD MA BD

                                 May 28, 1989

   In May and June, 1587, Francis Drake was raiding the coast of Spain where,

as he put it, in Cadiz Harbour he "singed the King of Spain's beard), doing

all he could to forestall the Armada and the invasion of England.

   In a dispatch written on May 24, 1587, he concluded, "There must be a

beginning of any good matter, but the continuing to the end, until it be

thoroughly finished, yields the true glory. God. make us all thankful again

and again, that we have, although it be little, made a beginning on the coast

of Spain".
   Today, 356 years and 4 days later, we echo those words, being thankful,

again and again for the beginning made on the shores of Sicily.

   Sadly, for those who lie here, the beginning was also the end. Not for

them the years that you and I have experienced since. Not for them, children

and grandchildren, nor any of the joys and jubilation, nor trials and chal-

lenges of life. Of them, as of those in that earlier war, it can be said;

                       "We are the dead; short days ago

                     We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,

           Loved and were loved, and now we lie ... buried here."

   But those who fell here are a pledge - a pledge of things to come . .

a pledge of victory . . not yet, but by the sacrifice more nearly assured.

   We, standing here today, experienced the final triumph. And even those

who fell later on, but did not see the end, had the consolation and the en-

couragement of seeing "Far back, through creeks and inlets making silently,

flooding in the tide of triumph."

   Later on, we knew that each day brought our victory closer. But those who

lie buried in this place gave everything with brave hope and gallant trust

that, in the end, it would all come out right. We especially honour and re-

member them for that.

       Anniversaries to Celebrate in 1990

         The 75th year of our Regiment

The 74th year of our magazine, "The Fortyniner"

        The 73rd year of our Association



Bob Adair
Bill Adair
Lee Ahlstrom
John Alden
G. F. Bud Alien
A. Ambrose
Gordon Anderson

         NAMES and ADDRESSES
        Edmonton Association

20 Ranchridge Way N W
12529 - 109A Ave            ;
38 Braeside Gresc

G. F. Bud Alien     Box 513
A. Ambrose         Lake Isle, AB
Gordon Anderson     11 East Glen Ave S E
Jim Anderson, 18 Southdown Ave,Lower Willingdon

                    East Sussex, England
Mike Antonio        Box 364
Gordon J. Armstrong 11139 - 54A Ave
James Ashmore       Box 23
Chris Atkin         13125 - 2? St

Calgary
Edmonton
Sherwood Park,AB
Edraonton
Killam, AB

Sam Atkinson

Edgar J. Bailey
Al Baker
Joe Basarab
Stan Bath
Marshall Baydala
Miles Beaton
Ed Beaudry
Danny Beauregard
Joe Beauregard
Shirley Beauregard
Tom Belford
Tom Benson
Jack Birmingham
Stan Blomberg
Chris Boehnke
Alex Bolins Id-
Howard Bone
R. C. Bonneau
Jim Botsford
Ed Bouthillier
John Bowen
R. Bower
Ed Boyd
Dave Boyer
Fred Brien
H. W. Brinton
G. G. Brown
M. L. Brown
John Budinski
D. J. Burke
James Burndred
Dave Burns
Alex Burrows
lan Burrows

Box 101

#1201,10811 - 47 Ave
Box 1141
Box 573
Box 2042
12771 - 118 St
12311 - 105 St
Box 2 Site 201 R R #2
12082 - 58 St

 Medicine Hat AB
i,East bourne,

 Hythe, AB
 Edmonton
 Blue Ridge AB
 Edmonton
 Goodfare AB

 Edmonton
 Gibbons, AB
 High Prairie, AB
 Wainwright, AB
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Tofield, AB
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Grande Prairie, t
 Edmonton
 Edmonton

 T3G 1Z9
 T5M 2H8
 T8A 3M8

 TOB 2LO
 TOE 1HO
 TIB 2Z4

BN20 9PS

 TOH 2CO
 T6H OW3
 TOE OBO
 T5W 1V4
 TOH 1TO

 T6H 5J2
 TOA 1NO
 TOG 1EO
 TOB 4PO
 T5E 5K9
 T5G 2P2
 TOB 4JO
 T5W 3X3

9812 - 91 AveGrande Prairie, ABT8V OG2
Box 1501EdmontonT5J 2N7
4312 - 105 AveEdmontonT6A OZ9
Mewbum Vets Home,11440 University Ave,EdmontonT6G 1Z1
3508 - 105 AveEdmontonT5W OB4
9720 - 80 AveEdmontonT6E 1S7
12908 - 78 StEdmontonT5C 1G5

T5W OB4
T6E 1S7
T5C 1G5

225 - 8 Ave S

Box 2?60
^4 11327 - 95 St
5904 Fulton Rd
5003 1st St N W
54 Fulton Ave
Box 1571
844 Oakside Circle S W
5024 - 54 St
^139 9420 - 92 St
206 Young St
6211 - 18 St S E
11724 - 48 Ave
1041 Chateau Crescent
1041 Chateau Crescent

Edmonton            T5W OB4
Edmonton            T6E 1S7
Edmonton            T5C 1G5
Edmonton
Cranbrook, BC       V1C 2K7
Edmonton
Auckland,New Zealand
Edmonton
Edmonton
Calgary-
Ottawa Ont
Barrhead AB
Calgary
Yellowknife NWT
Edmonton
Ottawa Ont
Calgary
Edmonton
Orleans Ont
Orleans, Ont

T5G 1L2
T6A 3T2
T2K 0X7
K1S 4Y6
TOG OEO
T2V 4P7
X1A 1W5
T6C 41-19
KIT 3R1
T2G OM4
T6H OE6
K1C 2C9
K1C 2C9



Edmonton Association

Shierlaw Burry
P. J. Bury
Rowland Butterwick

Gus Campbell
A R Gampbell
Rod Campbell
Roland Castagner
Joe Ghenger
Stan Chettleborough
Jack Childs
C J Chodan
Ed Clausen
John Clucas
Art Colbeck
Rowan C Coleman
H A Conway
Paul Cote
Leo Coty
Ken Coupland
S. Cowan
Ed Cox
Bill Craig
Bill Craik
Ralph Graven
W. T. Bill Cromb

Andy Dahl
Wally Da vies
Joe Decoine
Bill Dewitz
Ted Dombroski
R. C. Driscoll
James Duncan
R. R. Duquette
Joe Dusseault

Gordon Edey
Art Edge
I. G. Edwards
John D. Eggleston
Don Ellett
H. Embleton

 G. A. English
Sam English
Andy Erickson
Herman Srickson

G. Faulkner
Ivan Feldberg
 B R Ferguson

Box 279

8736 - 89 Ave
10559 - 50 St
2028 - 19 St
12014 - 105 St
2222 Shakespeare St

10635 - 75 St
5215 Sheldon Place N W
^402 117 - 23 Ave S W
^1002  3468 Drummond St

11519 - 136 St
12103 - 107 3t
115 Wellington Cresc
5 Allan Place
Box 30 Site 360 R R #3
S<909 4616 - 10&A St
1917 - 9 Ave N
4116 - 126 St
80 Cleadon Dr

^202  20355 - 54 Ave
9319 - 70 Ave
2306 Philip Road E
4513 - 44 St

8903 - 78 Ave
Box 400
^106  10680 - 151A St
Stoney Creek Lodge,5213
4701 - 45 St

R R ^1
Box 536
^202 10535 80 Ave

_____LLL.
Fallis AB TOE OVO
Edmonton
Brownfield, AB TOC ORO

Edmonton T6A 1R5
.on Cresc Red Deer AB T4P U4

Edmonton T6C 1N7
Edraonton T6A 2C5
Lethbridge AB T1K 2C4
Edmonton T5G 2N5
Victoria BC V8R 4G1
Edmonton
Edmonton T6A 2Z8
Calgary T3B 1C6
Calgary T2S OH9
Montreal PQ H3G 1Y4
Edmonton
Edmonton T5M 1M4
Sdmonton T5G 2S8
Spruce Grove AB T7X 1K6
St Albert AB T8W 3A7
Courtenay BG V9N 5M8
Edmonton T6H 5J5
Lethbridge AB T1H 1J1
Edmonton T6J 2A4
Nepean, Ont K2H 5P3

University Ave Edmon. T6G 1Z1

Calgary T2N 4C2
Edmonton T6H 2S9
Barrhead AB TOG OEO
Edraonton T6C 2Y6

Southampton England S01 2QY
Ciairmont AB TOH OWO
Edmonton T5W 1Y8
St Albert AB T8N 2M7

Langley BC V3A 6R5
Edmonton T6E OT8
Regina SK S4V OZ3
Leduc AB T9E 5T8
Edmonton
Edmonton T6C ON7
Two Hills AB TOB 4KO
Surrey BC V3R 8T4

44 Ave, Camrose AB T4V OA9
Camrose AB T4V 1E1

Leduc AB T9E 2X1
Evansburg AB TOE OTO
Edraonton T6E 1V4



 H. G. Field
 J. Fleck
 Reg Flowers
 Jim Foote
 D. V. Ford
 W. H. Forster
 Colin Eraser
 K. S. Froland
 Sid Fry
 H.J.Funk

 E. J. Gairdner
 Fred Gale
 Fred Gaschnitz
 Cliff Gates
 R. Gauchie
 Dave Gaulter
 Carl Geeraert
 Henry Giesbrecht
 A. A. Gilchrist
 L. Gill
 Jake Goertzen
 Jack Goruk
 J. Gospodar
M. A. Gould
Don Gower
A,, Grandbois
Pat Grier
J. W. Guay

Rev W. Hall
G. Harris
Sam Hately
George Henderson
Les Herman
Bob Hidson
Tom Hidson
George Hoggins
E. Howard
M. C. Hunter
H. Jackson
Sid James
Ted James
Bob Jardine
E. H. Johnston
Wayne Johnston
G. R. Jones  LCol
Sid Jones
Stan Jones

        Edmonton Association

14018 - 100 Ave             Edmonton
11928 - 127 St              Edmonton
11440 University Ave.Mewburn Vets, Edmonton
10848 - 25 Ave              Edmonton

                            Edmonton
9526 - 86 Ave               Peace River AB
R R #2                     Balzac AB
407 - 7 W Duarte Rd        Arcadia CA USA
2850 Wyndeatt Ave           Victoria BC
9738 - 71 Ave               Edmonton

 5 Turney St
 634 - 25 Ave N W
 12832 - 127 St
 12210 - 123 St
 Box 429, Parkdale Lodge
 R R ^1
 1020 Nicola St
 3212 - Carol Dr N W
 613 - 19 St S
 Box 302
 Box 82
 Box 1073
1118 Russet Rd N E
 Box 69
143 Oeming Rd
 Box 694
 9241 - 52 St
Gen Del

^206, 10125 - 83 Ave
266 Stanley Dr

225 Sun Canyon Cresc S E
1107 Pottery Rd
6424 - 84 St
885 Renfrew St
Box 725
13847 - 25 St
Box 1011
10963 - 130 St
Box 100
^105 9420 - 92 St
53334 Rd Rd 213
#1 4504 - 41 St

10342
10603

145 St
128 Ave

 Kitimat BC
 Calgary
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Summerland BC
 Thorsby AB
 Kamloops BC
 Calgary AB
 Lethbridge, AB
 Spirit River AB
Valhalla Centre AB
Taber AB
Calgary
Consort AB
Edmonton
Westlock AB
Edmonton
Perryvale AB

Edmonton AB
Waterloo Ont
Madeira Park, BC
Calgary,
Vernon BC
Edmonton
Winnipeg Man
Vegreville AB
Edmonton
Vermilion AB
Edmonton
Killam, AB
Edmonton
Ardrossan, AB
Camrose AB
Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton

 T5N OJ3
 T5L OZ1
 T6G 1Z1
 T6J 4R9

 T8S 1G4
 TOM OEO

  91006
 V9A 2L8
 T6E OW6

 V8C 2K9
 T2M 2A9
 T5L 1A7
 T5L OH6
 VOH 1ZO
 TOO 2PO
 V2C 2S1
 T2L OK6
 T1J 3G8
 TOH 3 GO
TOH 3MO
TOK 2GO
T2E 5L3
TOC 1BO
T6R 1M3
TOG 2LO
T6B 1G3
TOG 1TO

T6E 2C5
N2L 1J1
VON 2HO
T2X 2V7
V1T 1E5
T6E 2W9
R3N 1K5
TOB 4LO
T5Y 1B1
TOB 4MO
T5M OZ6
TOB 2LO
T6C 3S1
TOB OEO
T4V OZ6

T5N 2X7
T5E OJ2



Steve Kmiech
Bob Knox
G. T. Kopchuk
Joe Fumka
P. Kutinsky

G. R. Lacombe
L. Lamoureux
Vie Lawrence
F. J. Leach
R. Lebas
Sam Lenko
John LePage
Ray Lewis
M. L'Hirondeile
Jack Lidgett
R. Lizotte
Steve Lotoski
Mel Lund

        Edmonton Association
7012 - 92A Ave              :
17716 - 94 Ave             ;

   1195 Sherburn St
   9127 - 72 Ave

   BOx 7007
   Box 102
   Box 84
   4425 - 5 Ave E
   6915 - 92B Ave
   Box 294

   ^206 3560 Highway Dr
Mewbum Vets  11440 University

   11643 - 95 St
   ^101  874 Lakewood N Rd
   Box 125
   ^25  8930 - 99 Ave

Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
Winnipeg MN
Edmonton

Bonnyville AB
Cherhill AB
Spirit River AB
Edson, AB
Edmonton
Sangudo AB
Edmonton
Trail BC
Ave, Edraonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
Alberta Beach AB
Ft Saskatchewan AB

Ray Madore
Cpl D J Marquardt
G. G. Marshall
Alex Matheson
J. C. Matthews
Don Matsen
J. P. Maxwell
3. Metz
D. G. Miller
G. P. Miller
3. G. Moisey
3. A. Monaghan
R. Monkman
Bill Moody
3d Moore
3. H. Morris
Owen Moses
K. Mundorf
L. Mundorf
.4. A. Murray
L. Mitchell
Bob MacEachern  M<
Jack MacKay
J. A. MacLean
Dave McAra
3. A. McCrimmon
H. McCulloch
Jack McCulloch
John McDonald
J. B. McDonald

33 Sylvia St                Barrie Ont
C F S M Cdn Forces Base Wpg, Westwin MN
536 Woodbridge Way
Box 305, Sunset Manor

AB

4931 - 34A Ave
D-406 3285 Pembina
34 Castle Cresc
107 Main Terrace
10435 - 104 Ave
31 Spencer St
Box 2

1122? - 126 St
BOx 932
9519 - 140 Ave
7504 - 75 St

    12719 - 93 St
    4407 Queen St
    10710 - 24 Ave

Mewburn Vets Home,
    Box 82
    10864 - 25 Ave
    11215 - 53 St
    R R #1
    12109 - 85 St
    11839 - 127 St

    Box 179

Hwy

AB

 Way         Sherwood Park AB
fc Manor       Hinton AB

              Edmonton
              Edmonton

nbina Hwy    Winnipeg MN
s             Red Deer AB
^e            Sherwood Park AB
3             Grande Prairie AB

              Red Deer AB
              Morden MN
              Edmonton
              Edmonton AB
              Dawson Creek BC
              Edmonton
              Edmonton
              Edmonton
              Edmonton
              Regina SK
              Edmonton

11440 University Ave, Edmonton
              Lament AB
              Edmonton
              Edmonton
              Priddis AB
              Edmonton
              Edmonton
              Edmonton
              Mayerthorpe AB

  T6B 5T8
   T5T 3G8

   R3E 2N3
   T6E OY1

   T9N 2H4
   TOE OJO
   TOH 3GO
   T7E 1B7
  T6B OW1
   TOE 2AO

  V1R 2V1
  T6G 1Z1
  T5G 1L7
  T6K 3X1
  TOE OAO

i  T8L 3L1

  L4M 5J2
  R3J OTO
  T8A 4G9
  TOE 1BO

  T6L 3B7
  R3V 1T7
  T4P 2E9
  T8A OR7
  T8V 1G1
  T4N OB3
  ROG 1JO

  T5M OR3
  V1G 4H9
  T5E 5Z9
  T6E 2W7

  T5E 3S9
  S4S 5Y8
  T6J 5L4
  T6G 1Z1
  TOB 2RO
  T6J 6M3
  T5W 3K8
  TOL 1WO
  T5B 3G5
  T5L OZ2

  TOE 1NO



Edmonton Association

R. N. Weizenbach
C. P. Wemer
Vince Westacott.
Charlie Whelan
C. F. White
Ernie White
Maurice White
B. Whitmore
Dr W. L. Wilford
R. Wilson
A. Woodford
Judge J. S. Woods
Geoff Wright

E. Yez
Joseph Zak
D. T. Zevick

Miss D. Blakely
Mrs A. Black
Mrs E. Bowen
Mrs C. Dupuis
Mrs N. Greene
Mrs I. Morgan
Mrs M Papimick
Mrs D. Petley
Mrs D. Turner
Mrs E. Wismer
Mrs R. Varty
Mrs J. Atkinson
Mrs H. Bowzailo
Mrs J. Hornback
Mrs S. Lupkoski
Mrs M. Tillett
Mrs A. Walker

2358 151 Ave

12127 - 53 St

Box 144
12128 - 94A St
5208 - 109 Ave
Box 193
111 Mount Pleasant Cresc
8750 - 78 Ave
#102  11919 - 162 Ave
303 Point McKay Gardens NW
#804  9420 - 92 St

Box 339
Box 414
Box 33

Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
Rycroft AB
Spirit River AB
Grande Prairie AB
Edmonton
Kenton Man
Wallaceberg Ont
Edmonton
Edmonton
Calgary
Edmonton

Alberta Beach AB
Coleman AB
Banff AB

11719 - 125 St
5903 - 109 St

 #818 Crescent PI 13910
9342 - 154 St
#31  10160 - 119 St
Box 54
#901  11503 - 100 Ave
3212 Lancaster Way S W
8735 - 77 Ave
Box 205
Box 487
Box 70
12315 - 87 St
6706. - 102A Ave
1142 - 27A St N
4912 - 52 Ave
9913 - 109 St

    Edmonton
    Edmonton

Stony Plain Rd Edmonton
    Edmonton
    Edmonton
    Rochester AB
    Edmonton
    Calgary
    Edmonton
    Mirror AB
    Swan Hills AB
    Creston BC
    Edmonton
    Edmonton
    Lethbridge AB
    Vermilion AB
    Ft Saskatchewan AB

ADD 0 N s
Alvin Getschel #705 8610 Jasper AveEdmonton
Jack Mackie 17936 - 57 AveEdmonton
J. D. "Don" Matheson 10324 Villa AveEdmonton

 T5Y 2G6l

 T5W 3L8
 TOH 3AO
 TOH 3GO
 T8V 5C3
 T6A 1S1
 ROM OZO
 N8A 4Z7
 T6C ON6
 T5X 3R1
 T3B 5C1
 T6G 3S1

 TOE OAO
 TOK OMO
 TOL OCO

 T5M ON7
 T6H 3A9
 T5N 3R2
 T5R 1T7
 T5K 1Y9
 TOG 1ZO
 T5K 2K7
 T3E 5W4
 T6C OL6

TOB 3CO
 TOG 2CO
 VOB 1GO
 T5B 3P1
 T6A OR9
 T1H 3Y?
 TOB 4MO
 T8L 2K3

 T5H 3S5 I
 T6M 1X4 i

T5N 3T9 S

^jnovracri<L--t-^ Let us know   |
^ when you know. |



T. N. Adams on
Lee Ahlstrom
Ralph Andsrson
Steve Andrynuk

Al Baker
Bernie Baker
Dave Barbour WWI
H. P. Bell-Irving
Cliff Bilou
Art Bird
Ernie Black
Jack Boddington
Ed Bradish
John Brunt on
Harvey Butterworth

Stan Cameron

Paul Charles
Jack 'Childs
Roy Couch  WW I

Norman Dack
Percy Darlington
M. P. DeForest
Jack Delorme
Fred Delyea
Earl Dick
John A. Dougan
Del Dreger
Gordon Duckmanton
Bill Dunbar
Leslie Dune an

Frank Eakin
James Easterbrook
John Eggleston

Pete Ferguson
T. E. Fontaine
3id Fry
Jack Furnell
Norm Furnell
C-eorge Geddes
Srnie Gairdner
Rene Gauchie
Tommy Gibson
Grawford Glew

NAMES and ADDRESSES

 B. C. Association

427 Hansen St
38 Braeside Cresc
Box 783
#902, 50 Prince Arthur A

Box 1141
Box 240
#313  1575 Begbie St
#42  2236 Folkstone Way
8468 - 13 Ave
3937 Lauder Rd
7601 Holtem Dr
R R #1
1428 Maple Place

 #105  6555 Bonsor Ave
Box 7165  Depot D

R R #2 C 10

White St  R R #2
2222 Shakespeare St
#15  82 Buttertub Dr

Box 132
#102 3160 Irma St
Box 2306
2129 Colfax Ave
R R #1  Site 6  Comp 17
Box 2582
6701 Welch Rd  R R #3
2850 Richmond Rd
2915 Dicker son PI
112 Cheryl Place
1060 Government St

#1601 30 Humberline Dr
#1  7768 East Saanich Rd
4513 - 44 St

3472 Falcon Dr
6709 Griffiths Ave
2850 Wyndeatfc Ave
5570 Takal Rd R R #1
R R #1  Cassidy Mob Home
1850 Chandler Ave
5 Turney St
Box 429  Parkdale Lodge
#201  1840 Argyle Ave
#403  2605 Windsor Rd

     Penticton, BC
     Sherwood Park AB
     Parksville BC

Ave  Toronto Ont

   Gibbons AB
   Eckville AB
   Victoria
   W Vancouver
   Bumaby BC
   Victoria
   Vemon BC
   Naramata BC
   Squamish BC
   Burnaby BC
   Victoria

   Hope BC

   Summerland BC
   Victoria
   Nanaimo BC

   Enderby BG
   Victoria
   Parksville BC
   Coquitlam BC
   Thunder Bay Ont
   Parksville BC
   Victoria BC
   Victoria
   Victoria
   Nanaimo BC
   Penticton BC

   Rexdale Ont
   Saanichton BC
   Leduc AB

   Nanaimo BC
   Burnaby BC
   Victoria
   Lady-smith BC

Pk  Lady smith BC
   Victoria
   Kitimat BC
   Summerland BC
   Nanaimo BC
   Victoria

 V2A 5S3
 T8A 3M8

VOR 2SO
 M5R 1B5

 TOA 1NO
 TOM 0X0
 V8R 1L2
 V7S 2X7
 V3N 2G9
 V8N 4H3
 V1B 1T5
 VOH 1NO
 VON 3 GO
 V5H 3E9
 V9B 4Z3

 VOX 1LO

 VOH 1ZO
 V8R 4G1
 V9R 3X8

 VOE 1VO
 V9A 1S8
 VOR 2SO

V3K 3E1
 P7C 4T9
 VOR 2SO
 V8X 3X1
 V8R 4T7
 V9V 2G8
 V9V 1C5
 V2A 4T7

 M9W 6K8
 VOS 1MO
 T9E 5T8

 V9T 4G8
 V5E 2X4
 V9A 2L8
 VOR 2EO
 VOR 2EO
 V8S 1N8
 V8G 2K9
 VOH 1ZO
 V9S 3K7
 V8S 5H9



Al Gracie
lan Grahame
Earl Graham WW I
Archie Greene

 W. Hall  Rev

 Sam Hately
 Ralph Hayter
 Jack Harris
 Steve Henke
 Walter Holmes
 Dudley Howard
 Owen Hughson
 Tom Huntington

 Edward Jackson
 Don Jacquest
 Alon Johnson
 Steve Jossul

 Mervyn Kirby
 George Kitching
 Alee Kohuch

 Charlie Lamberfcon
 Dave LaRiviere
 Erskin Lark-in
 Duke Lenglet
 Gordon Lewis
 Ray Lewis
 Melvin Likes
 John Livingstone
 Earl Lohn
 Bill Lowden W! 1

T. K. Martin
J. G. Milnes
Wilt Moreau
George Moroz
"Eip" Muirhead WW
Dave Mundy
Keith MacGregor
Percy McBratney
Jack McBride
Archie McCallum
John McConnel
Don McCulloch
Frank McDougall

          B. C. Association

41 B -  2800 Allwood
#175  27111 Zero Ave

Clearbrook BG
Aldergrove BC

R. Manor 1037 Richardson St   Victoria
1325 Rockland Ave

 Box 3000
 #206  10125 - 83 Ave
 Box 408
 Box 694
 481 Hewgate St
 17 Kinsey Terrace
 #703  4221 Mayberry St
 Box 184 Heather Ave
 Box 1794
 #306 710 - 16 Ave N E

 R R #1  12 St  Site H
 Box 763
#4  608 St Charles St
3280 Sedgwick Drive

#2305  11020 - 53 Ave
3434 Bonair PI
#212  2562 Departure Bay Rd

420 Strang Dr R R #2
975 - E 41 Ave
R R #3  Site 325  C8
6237 Shoreline Dr
#26  1160 Shelburne Blvd
#206 3560 Highway Dr
Box 72
10580 - 140 St
#510  1490 Pennyfarthing Dr
725 Inglewood Ave

Victoria

V2T 3R9
VOX 1AO
V8V 3C6
V8S 1V4

 Beacon Rd  R R #2
 R R #1
 3731 Fir St
 Box 226

I #114 32073 Sherwood
 #25  2353 Harbour Rd
 2452 Camelot Rd
 699 Buck Rd
 #33  24330 Fraser Hwy
 #110  853 East Pender
 2730 Claude Rd
 89 Crease Ave
 720 Keith St

    Hope BCVOX 1LO
    Bo swell BGVOB 1AO
    S Burnaby BGV5G 2A4
    Sheho SKSOA 3TO

Cresc Clearbrook BCV2T 1C1
    Sidney BCV8L 3X8
    VictoriaV8N 1J4
    Kelowna BCV1W 1N6

 R R #3 Langley BCV3A 4P6
St VancouverV6A 1V9

    VictoriaV9B 3T6
    VictoriaV8Z 1S6
    Moose Jaw SKS6H 5R2

Gold River BC VOP 100
Edmonton T6E 2C5
Madeira Park BC VON 2HO
Barrie Ont L4M 4Y5
Nanaimo BG V9R 1G6-
Christchurch 8 New, Zealand
Burnaby BC V5H 4E.8
Armstrong- BC VOE 1BQ
Parksville BC VOR 2SO
Calgary AB V2E 6V@

Nanaimo BC V9R 5K1
Ganges BC VOS 1EO
Victoria V8S 3N?
Victoria BC V9C 3K2

Edmonton T6H OS4
Victoria V8P 4V4

Rd Nanaimo BC V9S 5P1

Ladysmith BC VOR 2EO
Vancouver BC V5W 1P8
Qualicum Beach BC VOR 2TO
Nanaimo BC V9V 1E2
Carapbell River BC V9W 5G5
Trail BC V1R 2V1
Madeira Park BC VON 2HO
N Surrey BC V3T 4N5

Dr Vancouver V6J 4Z3
W Vancouver V7T 1X5



Gordon Mclntosh
Vern McKeage
Ken McKenzie
Bemie McMahon
J. A. McNally  Dr@
W. I. Nelson
Al Norlander

Richard Palmer
Ernie Pauls en
Ralph Paul sen
Fred Paupst
Dave Petrie  WW I
J. H. Quarton
Art Quinn

Bill Remple
Bill Rhind
Doug Rogers
Jack Rosser
Don Russell

 Bill Silvester
Lou Smith
Harold Smythe
 Dan Spicer
 Fred Stepchuk
 Jacob Stock!
 J. R. 'Jim' Stone
 Bob Summers gill
 Nick Sykes

 Les Taplin
 Len Tuppen

 A. A. Wachter
 Jack Washbum
 Bob Wheatley
 Wilt Whitlock
 Jack Wrate

Mrs Mary Beaton
    R. Beaudry
    D. Bigelow
    Carry Browne
    Louise Bryant
    Elsie Craig
    Karen Dudley

          B. C. Association

#40  15875 - 20 Ave
2624 Bslmont Ave
824 Richmond Rd
Box 1409
2833 Parkside Drive

 1620 Augusta Ave
Box 703

Box 1072
#209  3187 Shelboume St
2513 Glengarry Rd
7724 Argyle St
1684 Lands End Rd
R R #2  Site 80C
7631 - 189 St

3158 Wessex Close
#20  2607 Selwyn Rd
8080 Thomson Place  R R #2

Box 1751
Box 935

Surrey BC
Victoria
Victoria
Parksville
Lethbridge
Burnaby BC
Valemount :

 BG
 AB

BG

Westbank BC
Victoria
Mississauga Ont
Vancouver
Sidney BC
Summerland BG
Edmonton

Victoria
Victoria
Saanichton BC
Qualicum Beach BC
Chase BG

209 High St
473 Cumberland St
#411  235 Michigan St
2080 Okanagan Ave S E
6900 Springside Place
8120 Osier St
1281 Fairlane Terrace
2434 Mathers Ave
18177 - 59 Ave

11721 Cascade Dr
2030 Homby PI

      Nelson BC
      New Westminster BG
      Victoria

 RR #3  Salmon Arm BC
RR #1  Brentwood Bay BC

      Vancouver BG
      Victoria
      W Vancouver
      Surrey BC

#109  1275 Dufferin Cresc
5516 Ocean Place
555 Back Rd
6975 - 129A St
#10  999 Burnaby Ave

            Lady Members
#17 3968 Cedar Hill Rd
3838 Epsom Dr
#101  530 - 57 Ave S W
1920 St Ann St
#312  6570 Burlington
2239 Amherst Ave
1213 Tattersal Dr

Kathleen Guthrie 1563 Stevens St

Delta BC
Sydney BC

Nanaimo BC
W Vancouver
Courtenay BC
Surrey BC
Penticton BG

Victoria
Victoria
Calgary AB
Victoria BC
S Burnaby BC
Sidney BC
Victoria
White Rock BC

 V4A 2B1
 V8R 4A6
 V8S 3Z1
 VOR 2SO
 T1J 1M8
 V5A 2V6
 VOE 2ZO

 VOH 2AO
 V8T 3A6
 L5C 1Y1
 V5P 3L4
 V8L 3X9
 VOH 1ZO
 T5T 5J1

 V8P 5N2
 V9B 3L2
 VOS 1MO
 VOR 2TO
 VOE 1MO

 ViL 3Z5
 V3L 3G7
 V8P 1R4
 VIE 4M3
 VOS 1AO
 V6P 4E2
 V8P 2E6
 V7V 2H8
 V3S 5R8

 V4E 3C3
V8L 2M5

 V9S 5E8
 V7W 1N8
 V9N 3X1
 V3W 7B1
 V2A 1G7

V8N 3B8
V8T 3S5
T2V OH2
V8R 5W1
V5H 3M7
V8L 2G5
V8P 1Y8
V4B 4Y4



Mrs P. K. Hall         #7 ^-vFki^Tdwa^

Mrs Marjone Jefferson 2353 Windsor Ra
    Ellen Jones     15823 Essex Place
    Mary Jones      #303 1575 Begbie St
    Joan Key       #303 141 Busby St
    Maggie Lilley   11803 Harper Dr
    Mickey Macdonald 2287 Greenlands Rd
    Jessie Middleton 1869 Dahl Cresc

Vancouver
Victoria
White Rock BC
Victoria
Victoria
Vernon BC
Victoria
Abbots ford BC                                                                     J & Ik^ kV^J ^ t^ J. \J j_ \_t,    ^J\.

Isabella Mugridge #106 1050 Springfield Rd Kelowna BC
Ct^ /@/w^ T,^^n@@         11-> r\/    -i /- / ^               ,   @ -          _              .. - ' c - @@o@ @ -@@'-* 4,v-@ ^^.A.'^ffn.a, ^j^
Peggy McCoy #106 156 Government SfDuncan BC

Peggy McEwen #915 50 Governors RdDundas Ont

Isabelle Nisbett 1856 Brunette CoveCoquitlam BC

Tina Oakey #2 1184 Clarke Rd R R #1Brentwood Bay BC

Eleanore Purvis #225 1111 Glenmore Tr S WCalgary AB

Jean Rendall #307 280 First StDuncan BC
Dorothy Rowlatt 1711 Tudor Apts, 955 Marine Dr W Vancouver

Marjorie Sheldrake #129 1680 Poplar AveVictoria

Alice Simpson 3595 Vaness AveVancouver

Gladys Watson #408 1165 Yates StVictoria

Kate Willson #210 1147 Main StPenticton BC

Irene Yells #415 2100 Granite StVictoria

Duncan BC
Dundas Ont
Coquitlam BC
Brentwood Bay BC
Calgary AB
Dune an BC

Vancouver
Victoria
Penticton BC
Victoria

 V6H 2A3-
 V8S 3E6
 V4A 5L2
 V8R 1L2
 V8S 1B3
 V1B 1B9
 V8N 5B9
 V2S 4B3
 V1X 8J2
 V9L 1A1
 L9H 5M3
 V3K 1H2
 VOS 1AO
 T2V 4G9

V9L 3X5
 V7T 1A9
 V8P 4K7
 V5R 5B5
 V8V 3N1
 V2A 5E6
 V8S 3G7

 ^:?t9?*T*^*a**cag*****c*"*****e*^*^*****g***^*^*^*^^

   TU^ , ^49TH BATTAUONto 49th BATTALION

   THE l-OYAt-,EDMONTON REGIMENTTHE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT
         AS50CIATSONASSOCIATION

           Box 501B.C. BRANCH
^^^ EDMONTON T5J 2K1. ALBERTAK. MacGregor Victoda, BC
SSCltfS S-2'152 Camel ot Road V8N 1J4 m
^ $10-00@10.00 @

        49TH BATTALION
THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT

          ASSOCIATSON

             BOX 501
    EDMONTON T5J 2K1. ALBERTA

            ^0.00

.a.gi^-g.ms^^w.w^'msagaasga^^
       To One OF My Ba'ldheaded Friends

To Thee^ 0 well-beloved, but hairless Friend,

  At this good time a heartFelt wish I send -

  For every hair along Life's highway cast

    May other compensations come to last-

   May health and comFort and a happy home

  Surround the glory oF thy polished dome,-

 And Time, which robbed thee oF thy Foliage,
 With Peace and Plenty crown an honored age'.


